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1. Shirt

Make: Vertx

Model: Wome

MSRP: $52

URL: vertx.c

2. Pants

Make: Vertx

Model: Phan

MSRP: $60

URL: vertx.c

4. Shoes

3. Backpack

Make: Came

Model: Fourt

Hydration Pac

MSRP: $155

URL: www.ca

ON THE
COVER

Cover Photos: RECOIL OFFGRID Staff 
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6. Watch

Make: Resco

Model: UDT S

MSRP: $1,955

URL: rescoins
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010 EDITOR’S LETTER

THE 
VIRUS OF FEAR

By Tom Marshall

B
y the time you read this Editor’s Letter, it’ll be mid-

June. But thanks to the requirements of print produc-

tion and distribution, I’m writing it at the end of April. 

Normally, that couple of weeks of lag time doesn’t 

add up to much in the goings-on of the world. But, 

from where I sit right now, our nation is still in the thick of COVID-19 

lockdowns, quarantines, stay-at-homes, and social distancing. So, 

this time, I feel sort of like I’m writing a letter to the future.

I hope, by the time you get this, we’ll have sufficiently “flattened 

the curve” so that most of the country will be back to normal, or 

close to it. I also hope that your preparations were adequate to 

keep you and your loved ones healthy and comfortable. If you 

learned some lessons or made some revisions to how you prepare, 

as we did, even better. If you hadn’t previously given any thought to 

prepping and are joining us for the first time, welcome. 

One of the things we found most striking about the COVID-19 

crisis was the intense fear exhibited by many throughout the 

course of events. While fear of the unknown is hard-wired into our 

brains as a survival instinct, many people allowed this fear to drive 

their decision-making. Fear, like COVID itself, is both persistent and 

contagious. It’s highly infectious and requires relatively little effort 

to spread across large numbers of people in a small amount of 

time. Our experience is that the absolute best medicine for fear is 

knowledge — whether administered preventatively or as an after-

the-fact treatment. This is why we’re so passionate about bringing 

you information that’s relevant, rational, and accurate. 

To that end, we’re taking this issue to look ahead. As you read 

this, summer is in full swing across the country. We bet (and 

hope) you’re looking forward to sunshine and the great outdoors. 

Whether it’s weekend hikes, an annual camping trip, or a retreat 

to the log cabin or lake house, this is the time when most people 

make a point to unplug from the daily grind and reconnect with 

nature. While this may allow you to work on your social distancing 

techniques, untamed nature hides hardships of its own. 

Animal attacks aren’t particularly common, statistically 

speaking, but they can lead to grave injuries when they happen. 

Warmer weather and increased traffic from vacationers increase 

this risk. So, we made that the topic of this issue’s What If column. 

Additionally, search-and-rescue technician and volunteer fireman 

Joey Nickischer reviews some options for preventing and 

repairing flat tires in situations where you may be far removed 

from the nearest air pump or tow truck. Patrick McCarthy dives 

deep into setting up an emergency radio communications plan 

for yourself and your family. Radio use is one of the most critical 

and misunderstood preparedness skills that comes in especially 

handy when cell service is spotty or nonexistent. We also look at 

an array of keychain survival tools and single-cell EDC flashlights 

— literal pocket-sized bites of preparedness you can take with 

you everywhere.

As modern life continues to bear the burden of uncertainty, 

be sure to seek practical knowledge rather than extraneous 

information, and know how to differentiate between the two. 
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1
MAKE & MODEL

Streamlight
Stylus Pro USB 

OAL

5.95 inches

MSRP

$98

URL

streamlight.com

NOTES

The Stylus Pro is back and better 

than ever. Why? It’s stronger and 

slimmer, while still easy to charge 

and comfortable to carry every 

day. It can be recharged using its 

integrated micro USB port, which 

is hidden behind a water-resistant 

sliding metal sleeve. This gives 

you plenty of charging options, 

whether it’s via a wall outlet, 

computer, or portable power 

bank. And unlike girthy CR123 

cells, its skinny lithium-ion bat-

tery keeps the whole fl ashlight as 

slim as a Sharpie, so it takes up 

far less pocket real estate. The 

push-button penlight can put out 

350 lumens up to 109 meters (119 

yards) and has a max run time 

of 3.5 hours. Pro tip: Research 

online, and you’ll fi nd it signifi -

cantly discounted.

2
MAKE & MODEL

Columbia River 
Knife & Tool
Overland

OAL

7.38 inches

MSRP

$55

URL

crkt.com

NOTES

If you ever wanted to know what 

a Jeep or Land Rover would look 

like if it transformed into a knife, 

the Overland from CRKT would 

be it. Inspired by off-road rigs, 

this medium-sized folding knife 

features an elevated handle 

(relative to the blade for cutting 

on fl at surfaces) with green G10 

scales and an orange anodized 

pivot ring and backspacer. On 

the business end, a modifi ed 

sheepsfoot blade excels at 

slicing and has just enough of 

a point for thrusting duties. 

Though it’s made of 8Cr13MoV 

(a Chinese stainless steel), the 

blade features a stonewash 

fi nish for greater wear and cor-

rosion resistance. It’s both an 

affordable and reliable option for 

your next outing, whether that’s 

a weekend picnic or a rock-

crawling expedition in Moab.

4
MAKE & MODEL

Bone Daddy
 Blade Werx
Axxis

MATERIAL

D2 tool steel

MSRP

$169

URL

bdbladewerx.com

NOTES

This is by no means the first 

multi-tool that’s meant to 

be tied to a tree branch and 

turned into an ax. But it is 

the first one we feel we could 

comfortably use even without
a handle. The titanium-nitride-

coated Axxis might look 

like post-modern art meets 

dinosaur fossil, but it’s more 

like an ax that can double as a 

bushcraft knife. Its two edges 

allow you to slice meat, chop 

down trees, baton firewood, 

and whittle arrowheads — just 

to name a few functions. And 

thanks to the unique profile 

and skeletonized holes, the 

Axxis has 10 grip options for 

both righties and lefties and 

can be lashed to a haft of 

your choosing. Comes with an 

ambidextrous sheath, paracord, 

and carabiner. 

3
MAKE & MODEL

D’Andrea Brothers LLC
Soldier Fuel

WEIGHT

2.29 ounces per bar

MSRP

$30 for a box of 15 bars

URL

soldierfuel.com

NOTES

This isn’t just another nutrition 

company trying to cash in on the 

tacticool fad. Christian D’Andrea 

is a documentary fi lmmaker who 

was fi lming on an Army base 

when he saw troops being fed 

bars full of trans fat (a contribut-

ing culprit in heart disease). 

So, he created a company with 

his brother to team up with 

the Army and create healthier 

performance nutrition. The result: 

Soldier Fuel. Each bar is made 

with 100-percent chocolate and 

packs 270 calories, 10 grams of 

protein, 17 vitamins and minerals, 

and 40 grams of complex carbs 

to provide a steady stream of 

energy. Plus, it has a three-year 

shelf life, making it ideal for prep-

pers, survivalists, and outdoor 

enthusiasts. As a snack, it'll never 

replace your mom's brownies. But 

as a protein bar, it's legit tasty. 

1

2

3
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6
MAKE & MODEL

Takeya
Actives Insulated 
Water Bottle

CAPACITY

18, 22, 24 (shown), 32, 40, and 
64 ounces

MSRP

$30 to $55

URL

takeyausa.com

NOTES

Water is life. Everyone knows 

that. But not everyone does 

their best to stay hydrated, 

especially when they’re out and 

about. The Actives Insulated 

Water Bottle from Takeya makes 

it convenient to stave off 

thirstiness. Its smart design 

keeps your drink the way it’s 

meant to be enjoyed. Thanks to 

its double-walled vacuum insu-

lation, your cold beverage will 

stay chilled for up to 24 hours, 

while your tea or coffee will 

stay hot for up to 12 hours. The 

leakproof, insulated spout lid 

is easy to open while its wide 

loop handle makes it convenient 

to grab or clip to a pack. Plus, 

the stainless steel bottle comes 

with a removable protective 

bumper for increased durabil-

ity, and its wide-mouth opening 

makes cleaning a breeze. 

 7
MAKE & MODEL

5.11 Tactical
ATLAS Mid

COLORS

Black, Dark Coyote

MSRP

$140

URL

511tactical.com

NOTES

The All Terrain Load Assistance 

System (or ATLAS) is 5.11’s latest 

footwear lineup, designed to help 

you endure a long day of hump-

ing a heavy load. It features a 

lightweight Ortholite footbed that 

cushions your feet, 5.11’s proprie-

tary ATLAS plate, a midsole made 

of shock-absorbing Force Foam 

and high-rebound Echo Foam, and 

a multi-directional tread pattern 

for greater traction. There’s also 

3D-molded TPR toe and heel 

protection and a water-resistant 

mesh upper. These mid-cut boots 

provide superior stability, com-

fortable cushioning, and quality 

craftsmanship that should hold 

up regardless if you’re hitting the 

gym, the range, or the trail. Also 

available in an 8-inch boot and 

low-cut trainer versions. 

5
MAKE & MODEL

North x North
Merino Wool Hooded 
Neck Gaiter

DIMENSIONS

26 by 10 inches

MSRP

$30

URL

northxnorth.co

NOTES

Originally, we thought this neck 

gaiter could give us a few op-

tions for cold-weather layering, 

either as a scarf or snow-ninja 

hood. But then COVID-19 hit this 

spring, and we realized it could 

provide us even more ways to 

cover up. North x North says 

there are at least 12 ways to 

wear this tubular headwear 

— whether in the scorching 

summer or the dead of winter. 

How? It’s made of merino wool, 

Mother Nature’s super fabric. 

Sheep’s clothing is naturally 

quick-drying, moisture-wicking, 

breathable, and odor-resistant, 

making it ideal for hot climates. 

But it provides great insulation 

in cold weather, too, even when 

wet. Whether you need a face 

mask, a do-rag, or a balaclava, 

North x North’s neck gaiter has 

you covered. 

8 MAKE & MODEL

Ignik Outdoors
Gas Growler Deluxe

CONTAINS

Tank, hose, carrying case

MSRP

$150

URL

ignik.com

NOTES

In the backcountry, the ubiq-

uitous green 1-pound propane 

tank powers everything from 

portable stoves to lanterns. 

While using gas is expedient in 

the woods, the tanks can be 

a pain to dispose of properly 

when you get home. That’s why 

Ignik has come out with the Gas 

Growler. Picture your typical 

household 20-pound propane 

tank, but shrink it down four 

times. This little 5-pounder 

gives you fi ve times the fuel 

than those green tanks. Yet, 

it’s refi llable, small enough 

to carry to the campground, 

and compatible with home 

barbecues. This deluxe kit gives 

you a 4-foot hose and a rugged 

carrying case with MOLLE-

compatible webbing for attach-

ing accessories or tying it down 

during transport. 

6
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12
MAKE & MODEL

Pro Eagle
Off -Road Jack

INCLUDES

Stainless steel vehicle jack 
mount

MSRP

Starting at $350

URL

proeagle.com

NOTES

If your off-road rig gets stuck 

in the middle of nowhere, it’s 

not like you can just call AAA 

for help. That’s when you need 

to help yourself. Enter the Pro 

Eagle jacks. They’re specifi cally 

built for those who might need a 

lift when they’re off-grid or out 

of cell phone range. The Beast 

(the 2-Ton Big Wheel Off-Road 

Jack) and Kratos (the 3-ton ver-

sion) have large non-pneumatic 

tires that easily roll through 

dirt, gravel, and rocks so you 

can slide them to the right spot 

under your rig. And thanks to 

solid steel axles and a skid 

plate, they’re strong enough to 

support the heaviest vehicles 

without sinking into soft terrain. 

Best of all, they have an adjust-

able extension that provides an 

extra 8 inches of lift height. 

10
MAKE & MODEL

Appalachian Gear 
Company
Men’s All-Paca 
Fleece Hoodie

COLORS

Electric Blue, Heather 

MSRP

$145

URL

appalachiangearcompany.com

NOTES

If you’re a loyal reader, you’ll 

know we’re big fans of wool. 

Turns out there’s yarn from 

another animal that could also 

be a high performer. The Men’s 

All-Paca Fleece Hoodie from Ap-

palachian Gear Company is made 

from 100-percent alpaca fi ber, 

which is incredibly lightweight 

and breathable. And like wool, 

it’s an all-weather insulator — it 

dries quickly in heat, but contin-

ues to insulate even when wet 

and cold. Moreover, it provides 

more warmth than other fl eeces 

that are bulkier. That makes 

the All-Paca hoodie a versatile 

piece of apparel. So, wear it by 

itself or as part of a multilayer 

outfi t, don it for a hike or a 

casual night on the town, or 

pack it tight and throw it in your 

go-bag. 

9
MAKE & MODEL

Prometheus 
Design Werx
Odyssey Cargo 
Pant NYCO+

COLORS

All Terrain Brown, Transitional 
Field Green, Universal Gray

MSRP

$149

URL

prometheusdesignwerx.com

NOTES

There are few companies that 

make their pants with as much 

precision and purpose as 

Prometheus Design Werx. Take 

for example the Odyssey Cargo 

Pant. Inspired by the combat 

utility pants made for British 

and American paratroopers in 

World War II, these cargo pants 

are loaded with user-friendly 

details to enhance your per-

formance in the fi eld. It’s made 

from NYCO+ ripstop with stretch, 

meaning it fl exes for greater 

mobility while still maintaining 

comfortability and durability. 

There are dedicated EDC pockets 

for knives, tools, or fl ashlights, 

as well as a hideaway pocket by 

the rear waistband for cash or 

a cuff key, among many other 

features. Made in the USA and 

built for both the mundane and 

the dangerous.  

11
MAKE & MODEL

Greyp Bikes
G6.1

WEIGHT

55 pounds

MSRP

$7,999

URL

greyp.com

NOTES

Whether you think an electric 

bike could or couldn’t work as 

a post-apocalyptic vehicle, one 

thing’s for certain: They’re only 

becoming more prominent — and 

smarter. The G6.1 from Greyp 

Bikes is a leading example of 

high-end smart ebikes. It can 

connect to and then turn your 

smartphone into a digital 

dashboard, giving you real-time 

info on your speed, location, and 

battery life. Speaking of which, 

the 36-volt lithium-ion battery 

has a 700-Wh capacity, giving 

you a range of about 60 miles 

under normal riding conditions. It 

reportedly takes just 80 minutes 

to recharge (after an initial 

fi ve-hour charge). Moreover, the 

G6.1 has two built-in, wide-angle 

cameras to record your ride — be 

it a morning commute or your 

epic weekend adventure. 

10

11
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KEYCHAIN

 T LS

2
Columbia River 

Knife & Tool 

KERT 

OAL

2.48 inches

MATERIAL

8Cr13MoV stainless steel

WEIGHT

0.8 ounce

MSRP 

$10

URL

crkt.com

3
Gerber Gear 

Shard

OAL

2.75 inches

MATERIAL

8Cr13 stainless steel

WEIGHT

1 ounce

MSRP 

$7

URL

gerbergear.com

1 Big Idea Design

Titanium 

Pocket Clip

OAL

2.25 inches

MATERIAL

Titanium

WEIGHT 

0.5 ounce

MSRP 

$40

URL

bigidesign.com

4 Kershaw Knives

PT-2

OAL

3.25 inches

MATERIAL

3Cr13 stainless steel

WEIGHT

0.8 ounce

MSRP 

$12

URL

kershawknives.com

By Patrick Vuong
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T
he most important 

thing about owning a 

tool is having it when 

you need it most. Think 

of a compact pistol in 

a self-defense situation or a first-aid kit 

after a catastrophic accident. Neither 

does you any good if it’s sitting at 

home while you’re on the road. Of 

course, it’s not always possible to carry 

a whole toolbox everywhere you go. 

5
Leatherman 

Squirt PS4 

OAL (CLOSED)

2.25 inches

MATERIAL

420HC stainless steel, 

6061 aluminum

WEIGHT

2 ounces

MSRP

$40

URL

leatherman.com

6
Nite Ize 

DoohicKey 

Key Chain Knife 

OAL (CLOSED)

2.25 inches

MATERIAL

420J2 stainless steel, 

aluminum

WEIGHT

0.7 ounce

MSRP

$13

URL

niteize.com

7
Pangea Designs 

Prylobite 

OAL (CLOSED)

3.3 inches

MATERIAL

S35VN stainless steel, G10

WEIGHT

0.7 ounce

MSRP

$125

URL

pangeadesigns.com

8
SOG Specialty 

Knives & Tools 

MacV Tool 

OAL

2.5 inches

MATERIAL

420 stainless steel

WEIGHT

0.5 ounce

MSRP

$15

URL

sogknives.com

That’s why humans have used 

multi-tools for centuries — at least since 

roughly 200 A.D. when the Roman 

Empire was using a folding utensil set. 

That’s why our focus here is on multi-

purpose gadgets that can fit on your 

keychain ring. 

Why rummage through your bug-out 

bag for the right tool when you can just 

reach into your pocket? What these little 

puppies lack in size and leverage they 

make up in portability. Need to wrench 

a bolt? Tighten a screw? Or pop open 

a bottle cap? Check, check, and check. 

In fact, a couple of these keychain tools 

could even work as a get-off -me tool in 

a violent scenario with enough training.

While none of them can help you 

build an emergency shelter, most can 

add more functionality to your daily 

loadout without adding that much 

more weight. 
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Pocket PREPS

This little guy has seven integrated tools: 

pry bar, key ring hole, wire stripper, 

bottle opener, cross driver, small flat 

driver, and medium flat driver. We also 

used it as an improvised box opener. A 

titanium nitride coating keeps wear and 

corrosion at bay. The Shard is promoted 

as being airline safe, so you can travel 

with it in most airports, too.

Pros:

 Plenty of functions for its size

 TSA-friendly travel companion

 Cheapest of the bunch

 Drivers work well despite being so slim

Cons:

 Like most one-piece multi-tools, the 

Shard can give a minor jab when you sit 

a certain way or reach into your pocket.

 Wire strippers are basically just for 

show.

Gerber

Shard

The DoohicKey is a solid selection if 

you’re looking for a budget keychain 

knife. You can’t baton firewood with its 

420J2 stainless steel blade, but its 2-inch 

length gives more cutting edge than 

most other keychain knives. Plus, the 

included S-Biner MicroLock (a twist-to-

lock carabiner) makes it easy to secure 

or detach the knife to packs or key rings. 

Pros:

 Strong lockback locking mechanism

 Dual-locking carabiner

 Budget friendly

Cons:

 No additional tools other than blade 

and carabiner

 Though corrosion resistant, 420J2 steel 

is soft and dulls quickly

Nite Ize

DoohicKey Key Chain Knife 

The KERT (Keyring Emergency Rescue 

Tool) is a keychain tool that has an 

integrated seat belt cutter, which can also 

slice clothes, webbing, or other fibrous 

material. The stainless steel frame also 

houses four other built-in functions: 

screwdriver, bottle opener, oxygen tank 

opener, and ¼-inch hex wrench. Comes 

with key ring and vinyl slip-sheath.

Pros:

 The integral seat belt cutter is a smart 

SHTF feature.

 Sturdy flat screwdriver

 Comes with a large key ring

 Easy on the wallet

Cons:

 Even with the slip-sheath, its corners are 

still kinda pokey — an innate drawback 

to one-piece multi-tools.

 Bottle-opener design limits leverage

CRKT

KERT

Kershaw’s PT-2 is easy to use and pro-

vides an abundance of helpful features 

— all in a slim package that costs less 

than a movie ticket. It’s longer than most 

one-piece multi-tools (boosting leverage) 

while off ering eight functions, including 

a pry bar, two screwdrivers, and a bottle 

opener. Plus, it comes with a key ring. 

Pros:

 Longer frame is easier to hold and use

 Glass-filled nylon handle boosts 

grippy-ness

 Aff ordable functionality 

 Included key ring

Cons:

 The PT-2 would be a flawless keychain 

tool if it had a cutting element (i.e. blade, 

cord cutter, etc.).

Kershaw Knives

PT-2 

When fossil meets future. The Prylobite 

might appear to be nothing more than 

a unique-looking friction folding knife, 

but it’s actually a cool, versatile six-in-one 

multi-tool. Aside from the 1.7-inch-long 

blade, this top-quality gadget also has 

a pry bar, hex driver, screwdriver, bottle 

opener, and suspension clip (to hang 

your keys from your belt loop).  

Pros:

 Premium S35VN steel

 G10 handle improves grip without 

adding weight

 Visually appealing and practical

Cons:

 Locking mechanism requires threading 

the included Nite Ize S-Biner carabiner 

through the blade and handle — secure 

but inconvenient.

Pangea Designs

Prylobite
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Big Idea Designs

Titanium Pocket Clip 

The Titanium Pocket Clip (or TPC) is 

first and foremost a suspension clip; 

hook it to your pocket or your belt 

loop so your keys don’t lie in a pile at 

the bottom of your pocket. It also has 

a bottle opener, 1-inch ruler, key ring 

holder, and a ¼-inch hex bit driver — all 

integrated into its small frame. (A $10 

upgrade gets you a built-in LED light.)

Pros:

 Lightweight and super strong titanium 

construction

 Its brilliant suspension design frees up 

pocket real estate

 Props to Big Idea for its outside-the-

box engineering

Cons:

 Essentially, it’s a Gucci key ring holder 

with a bottle opener; the ruler is too 

short to be practical and the TPC’s 

small size makes using the hex bit 

driver a tad frustrating.

Leatherman

Squirt PS4 

Leatherman is synonymous with the 

term “multi-tool.” So, no surprise, the 

Squirt PS4 is hands-down not only the 

most comfortable model in this buyer’s 

guide (thanks to its smooth handles), 

but also the most useful. It comes with 

nine mini tools, including pliers, a 1.6-

inch blade, and spring-action scissors. 

An easy choice for our Top Pick Award.

Pros:

 Loaded with nine useful tools

 Easy to use

 Comfortable to carry in your pocket

 Classic design scaled down

Cons:

 Though a liner lock for the blade would 

fatten up the Squirt, it’d increase safety

This odd skull-shaped medallion is actu-

ally a 12-in-one multi-tool that’s designed 

to resemble the Vietnam-era insignia 

of the covert Studies and Observations 

Group which SOG is named after. It’s 

jammed with the usual tools (i.e. drivers 

and wrenches) as well as some pleasant 

surprises, including a cord cutter and a 

blade sharpener. 

Pros:

 A slew of integrated tools

 Unique special operations motif 

 Carbide blade sharpener

 TSA-friendly 

Cons:

 The short driver heads combined 

with the 90-degree orientation makes 

using it as a screwdriver awkward and 

impractical.

SOG

MacV Tool
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The Setup: It’s early afternoon when 

you arrive at your destination. You decide 

to hike through a known, but uncommonly 

traveled trail that goes to the San Juan Hot 

Springs, a relatively secluded area. The hike 

will take you inland by a few miles, but you 

feel the beauty of the destination is worth 

the extra effort. After walking for about half 

an hour, you stop to take a breather and 

rest your feet.

The Complication: As you gaze around 

and estimate how much farther you have to 

travel, suddenly you hear a blood-curdling 

shriek from your youngest child who had 

been standing a short distance away. As 

you turn in that direction, you see a large 

mountain lion walking off into the brush 

carrying your child by the neck in its jaws. 

It climbs an oak tree about 150 yards from 

where you are and settles on a branch 

about 7 feet off the ground with your child 

gasping for air. 

In a panic, you reach for your phone to 

find that it says, “No service.” Calling for 

help from this location isn’t an option. What 

do you do? Should one person run for help 

while the other attempts to free your child? 

Will attempting to confront the animal and 

free your child risk greater trauma or pos-

sibly death, making a bad situation worse? If 

you had a weapon, would it be too risky to 

use it? What steps can you take to protect 

your child and escape?

By RECOIL OFFGRID Staff 

Illustrations by Robert Bruner

I
t’s a beautiful summer day, so you 

decide to go for a family hike/picnic 

in the nearby Cleveland National 

Forest with your spouse and two 

children (ages 10 and 7). You’ve hiked 

this area before and are relatively familiar 

with the various hiking paths that lead to sce-

nic areas with natural hot springs, where you 

plan to stop for a picnic. The hike out and 

back with a stop for lunch should take about 

four hours total. You pack plenty of water, an 

insulated bag full of food, and comfortable 

clothing before heading out to a trailhead off  

Ortega Highway between San Juan Capist-

rano and Lake Elsinore, California.

This area of the Cleveland National Forest 

is vast, and although you have a cell phone, 

reception is spotty in many areas, U.S. Forest 

Service and park ranger presence is limited, 

and you’re at least a 45-minute drive from 

any hospitals. You’re also aware there have 

been recent mountain lion attacks in the 

area, so you’re conscious of the location of 

nearby Forest Service fire stations in case 

something should happen and you end up 

in desperate need of medical attention.

The Scenario:

SITUATION TYPE 

Mountain lion confrontation

YOUR CREW

You and your family

LOCATION

Southern California/Cleveland 

National Forest

SEASON

Summer

WEATHER

Warm; high 97 degrees F, low 

63 degrees F





Having spent the first three of my 28-year 

California Department of Fish and Wildlife 

(CDFW) game warden career patrolling 

this region within the Cleveland National 

Forest, I’m intimately familiar with mountain 

lion presence and encounters in western 

Riverside County and throughout the rest 

of California. The CDFW reports there are 

between 4,000 and 6,000 mountain lions 

residing in California and have verified 17 

mountain lion attacks on humans between 

1986 and February 2020. 

An additional four fatal attacks occurred 

around the turn of the previous century. Of 

the modern era’s 17 attacks, 3 were fatal, 

and 8 victims were children under the age 

of 11. While these statistics are alarming, 

the relatively low number of attacks over 

this 34-year period tells us the likelihood 

of getting attacked by a mountain lion is 

extremely low, especially given the millions 

of outdoor recreationalists adventuring 

throughout mountain lion habitat on a daily 

basis throughout the Golden State.

Preparation
Adequate first-aid supplies (in both your 

pack and vehicle) for any outdoor contin-

gency are critical, especially when going into 

an area known for lion attacks. Trauma gear 

for gunshots, broken bones, and deep punc-

ture wounds that generate heavy arterial 

bleeding are a must. The following essential 

trauma items are always in my pack and 

vehicle for redundancy to cover any trauma 

medicine contingency: hemostatic gauze 

(QuikClot/Celox) pack, at least one Israeli 

bandage, two C.A.T. tourniquets, 4x4 gauze 

bandages, and a roll of first-aid adhesive 

tape. Having these supplies on hand is criti-

cal, as is the knowledge to deploy them ef-

ficiently and correctly should the need arise. 

Well before this hike, I’ve trained the entire 

family how to use these tools properly and 

refreshed them again on these skills since 

we’re going into a known lion habitat.

Other essential items in our vehicle are 

plenty of water; electrolytes and two water 

purification devices; an emergency space 

blanket; food (at least two days’ worth in the 

event of an unplanned overnight stay in the 

backcountry); a fire-starting tool; a sharp 

multipurpose knife and sharpener; a com-

pact semi-auto pistol with integrated white 

light and laser combination (chambered in 

a caliber adequate to stop a wild animal at-

tack with controlled expansion hollow point 

bullets); an extra pistol magazine; a hand-

held GPS device with onX Hunt topographi-

cal map program installed; a flashlight/

headlamp; extra lithium batteries for all the 

devices carried; sunscreen; a wide brim 

“boonie” style hat; light jackets; and other 

layering clothing. I also carry an Iridium 

satellite phone in my pack for remote back-

country areas without cell coverage. 

Food storage in both our vehicle and es-

pecially in our backpacks while in the field is 

of concern in this region not only for moun-

tain lions, but other wild animal species too. 

Breaking food items down into quart or 

gallon Ziploc bags significantly dampens, 

if not eliminates, fresh food smells on the 

trail. Remember most wild animals’ sense of 

smell is exponentially better than humans, 

so eliminating this preventable animal at-

tractant where possible is essential.  

Because of recent lion attacks in the re-

gion, I’ve analyzed the topographical maps 

for the area we’re exploring and chose a 

route on a marked, well-defined, and open 

trail with good 360-degree visibility sur-

rounding it. While mountain lions can attack 

anywhere, they’re more comfortable and 

likely to do so in densely wooded areas 

where they can stalk close to their prey 

undetected. We’ll stick to more wide-open 

trails on this hike and not make it easy for 

them to attack. In the event of an attack, 

we’ve also identified at least two (primary 

and secondary) evacuation routes back 

to our vehicle utilizing open, high-visibility 

trails where possible.

Since I prefer to carry at least my pistol in 

austere backcountry areas, our family needs 

to be familiar with the firearm possession laws 

in the Cleveland National Forest. Firearms 

are generally allowed to be possessed on 

National Forest lands throughout the U.S. only 

during legal hunting seasons. The exception 

to this restriction is that those with a con-

cealed carry weapon (CCW) permit may carry 

their firearm on U.S. Forest Service lands year-

round. This hike is happening during a peak 

summer month when hunting seasons are 

closed, but fortunately I’m able to carry my 

pistol under the provisions of my CCW permit. 

Remember that rules may vary throughout 

the nation, so be sure to check firearms carry 

regulations in the area you intend on exploring. 

Given confirmed mountain lion presence 

and reported attacks in our chosen hiking 

area, we must review measures to prevent 

an attack from happening in the first place 

as well as the most eff ective response if an 

attack occurs. Prevention starts with the 

following guidelines: Hike in numbers, as at-

tacks are less likely in a group. Don’t let small 

children wander off  the trail unattended. 

Keep your kids in the middle or front of your 

group to prevent a cougar ambush from the 

rear. Avoid areas with freshly killed animals, 

as cougars often stash their kills to eat later 

and will defend their meal. Leave the area 

immediately if you come across cougar 

kittens — lions will defend their young. Small 

dogs can attract or invite cougar attacks, so 

unless you have a large, situationally aware 

K9 with extensive backcountry experience, 

it’s best to leave them at home.  

If encountering a mountain lion, don’t 

run away. Running may trigger an attack. 

Never turn your back to a lion; maintain 

constant eye contact with the cougar while 

making loud noises, yelling, and waving 

your arms as you deliberately gain distance 

from the animal.

If the encounter turns into an attack, don’t 

play dead. Fight back using your hands, 

legs, and anything else that can be used as 

a weapon. If you carry a firearm and have 

the proper ammunition, training, experience, 

and mindset to effectively neutralize an 

attacking lion, a gun can be a very effec-

tive tool to stop an attack. Before using a 

firearm, however, you must make sure the 

situation allows for a safe shot (position of 

Game Warden John Nores’ Approach



animal, safe backstop, crossfire with other 

people, etc.) before pressing the trigger. 

Because California mountain lions are pro-

tected mammals on both public and private 

property and can only be dispatched for 

public safety reasons (verified attack or po-

tential attack) and/or in depredation cases 

(livestock, pet loss, etc.), be prepared for 

the investigation that’ll ensue if you have to 

dispatch an attacking lion with your firearm. 

While using pepper spray may stop an 

attack some of the time, I’ve seen and heard 

of numerous cases where it didn’t. Given 

this, be ready to use any available defensive 

weapons like rocks, sticks, knives, and other 

instruments. Several cougar attacks have 

been thwarted by striking the animal with 

improvised weapons including bicycle tire 

pumps, soda cans, water bottles, and even 

an entire mountain bike in one notable case. 

Bottom line, don’t give up. Exhaust every de-

fensive tool within reach to survive the attack.

On Site
Identifying mountain lion and other 

animal tracks and scat along the trail is 

also critical. These indicators verify if a 

threat exists and tell us not only how re-

cently, but also how frequently that threat 

is in our region.

WHAT 
IF?

Realizing medical assistance will be a long 

time in coming, trauma gear is readily ac-

cessible in my pack, and I have emergency 

response numbers (USFS, Cal-Fire, and 

sheriff ’s 911 dispatch) preprogrammed in our 

Iridium satellite phone. For added family pro-

tection, I’m first on the trail with my handgun 

holstered and quickly accessible. Behind me 

is our 7-year-old daughter, followed by our 

10-year-old son with my spouse at the back 

of the line, also armed with a handgun. 

The safest hiking method for preventing 

a mountain lion attack, this formation also 

gives us the largest and most deterring 

presence possible. If we unfortunately come 

across a lion or other predator along the 

trail, my family will stay behind me while I 

cover the animal’s approach with my pistol. 

We’ll stay close together, moving around 

and away from the threat as a unit while 

waving our arms and yelling at the lion to 

make the largest and most intimidating 

presence possible as we gain distance away 

from the stalking predator.

Crisis
When our youngest child is attacked, 

dragged off , and pinned between a lion’s jaws 

in the tree above us, we respond quickly and 

deliberately. With severe puncture wounds to 

our child’s neck, the lion stationary in a tree 

above us, no cell coverage, and help at least 

an hour away, it’s up to us to save our family.  

Keeping our team together and behind me 

in a safe cover position, my spouse activates 

the satellite phone to call for help while 

watching our back for other predators in the 

area. I move into position for a broadside 

shot, ensuring our child isn’t in the line of fire 

before engaging the lion with enough shots 

to the cat’s vital zone to stop the threat and 

force the release of our child. Cougars are 

thin-skinned animals and having dispatched 

several public safety/depredation mountain 

lions throughout my career with my duty 

pistol, I see these shots neutralize the cat ef-

fectively as it drops from the tree.

With the lion and our child on the ground, 

I ensure the cat is neutralized and begin as-

sessing wounds for severity before starting 

treatment immediately on my child. She’s 

conscious, yelling in pain, and bleeding 

from the back of the neck, but fortunately 

the puncture marks indicate no damage to 

the spinal cord or carotid artery. I stop the 

bleeding using a QuikClot gauze pack, 4x4 

gauze pads, and a compression wrap, while 

maintaining spinal precautions. Given the 

chance of unseen spinal damage or concus-

sion, hiking out to safety isn’t an option. We’ll 

need a helicopter evacuation. As I maintain 

trauma care, airway, shock, and concussion 

protocol monitoring with our 11-year-old’s 

assistance, my spouse is on the sat phone 

with a 911 dispatch center giving our exact 

location through GPS coordinates. She con-

veys identifiable landmarks around us for an 

inbound helicopter crew to easily spot. She 

requests a helicopter that has a medic, hoist, 

and Stokes litter system aboard to evacuate 

a non-ambulatory victim quickly — capabili-

ties very few air ships have for these types of 

emergencies. Following the call, my spouse 

photographs the scene with her cell phone 

camera. I monitor our child while maintaining 

scene security, keeping our family far enough 

away from the lion carcass and surrounding 

area to avoid inner perimeter contamination 

for the pending wildlife attack investigation.



Survival Advocate Rogue’s Approach

With two small children, the possibility 

of an animal attack is always on our minds 

whenever we head out for an adventure. 

We often hike in mountain lion country, so 

while we want to have fun on our hike, we’re 

also on high alert. With more and more 

people getting outdoors and encroaching 

on nature’s territory, predators are taking 

more chances.

Preparation
Whenever we head out for a hike, we 

pack the essentials: snacks, water, a small 

survival kit, a first-aid kit, sunscreen, and 

bug spray. Both my husband and I each 

conceal-carry our respective firearms; we 

also each have a folding knife. In instances 

where we aren’t allowed to carry firearms 

(like many places in California), we carry 

bear spray and an air horn, in addition to 

our knives. Bear spray has been known to 

deter mountain lions and bears. An air horn 

has also been known to spook predators. 

In addition, our Jeep is stocked with a large 

first-aid kit, food, water, and a ham radio. 

Before heading out, I always do some 

research on the area we’re about to explore, 

which would include researching the local 

animals. Knowing what’s out there will allow 

me to know what I’m looking for as far as 

tracks, scat, etc. If I’m unfamiliar with what 

tracks or scat an animal makes, I’ll search 

for that at the same time. I’ll even download 

pictures onto my phone so I can compare 

while out in the wild. 

When doing research, I also look up self-

defense laws, specifically when it comes to 

animal attacks. In California, the law allows you 

to defend yourself against a wild animal attack 

if there’s danger of an immediate attack.

On Site
Whether we’re in mountain lion country or 

not, we always tell our children to stay close 

to us and in turn, we stay close to them. In 

general, we try to keep our kids in between 

us, so we always have eyes on them, as well 

as the surrounding area. Plus, big cats like to 

come from behind, so we wouldn’t want our 

children to bring up the rear. Of course, be-

cause they’re children, oftentimes we have to 

continually remind them and/or guide them 

back between us as we walk. 

If we were to spot a mountain lion early, 

we’d be as loud as possible — scream, 

stomp feet, jump up and down, wave arms, 

and so on. We’d stand our ground and show 

our dominance. Whatever you do, don’t run!

Crisis
Despite our best efforts, there may be 

times when we stop to rest or inspect a 

specific area, momentarily letting our guard 

down. If this were to happen and a moun-

tain lion took the opportunity to attack one 

of my children, taking action immediately 

is critical. One parent would remain behind 

with the other child and attempt to call 

for help, while the other would move in to 

rescue the child who’s being dragged away 

by the mountain lion. One parent leaving 

wouldn’t seem prudent in this instance, as 

the other parent may need assistance with 

the animal or the wounded child. 

Whether or not I knew my child was 

conscious and aware, I would yell to them 

to scratch, kick, punch, claw, do whatever 

they could to hit, hit, and hit some more. 

Of course, they’re afraid and hurt, so they 

might be unable to do anything at all. 

However, fighting back is generally key to 

breaking free from a mountain lion attack. 

Reaching for my phone wouldn’t be my 

first priority — my priority is to get my child 

free and rush them to safety. My adrenaline 

would be pumping, I’d be scared, angry, and 

I’d put all that energy into stomping, scream-

ing, being as loud as possible, throwing sticks, 

throwing my gear, throwing rocks, throwing 

anything I could get my hands on. I would 

also use my air horn to scare the animal away. 

If none of that worked, I’d take the bear spray 

out and begin to spray it as close to the ani-

mal’s face as possible. There may be residual 

bear spray that’d aff ect my child, but if I don’t 

get my child out of the clutches of the moun-

tain lion, then a little bear spray in the face is 

the least of our worries. 

If nothing worked, I’d attempt to climb 

the tree to scare off or attack the animal. If I 

couldn’t climb the tree, I’d call my husband 

over to help boost me up to the mountain 

lion’s level and begin an aggressive attack. 

Once the mountain lion releases my 

child, we’d break out the gauze from our 

first-aid kit and begin to apply pressure. At 

the same time, we’d be rushing back to the 

parking lot/headquarters, all while one of us 
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would continue to attempt to call for help. 

Our adrenaline would still be pumping so 

we’d be moving fairly quickly. 

If service wasn’t available as we con-

tinued back to our Jeep, or we simply 

couldn’t reach anyone, as soon as we got 

to our Jeep, we’d call for help via our ham 

radio. Even as we reached out via ham, 

we’d be driving to the nearest facility that 

could provide medical attention, which 

may be a ranger’s station, hospital, or clinic 

of any kind. If at any point we were able to 

reach someone via radio and they couldn’t 

reach us, we’d ask where the nearest facil-

ity is to our location so they could direct 

us. In this situation, time isn’t our friend, 

and we need to find help immediately 

while continuing to apply pressure to the 

wound and treating it to the best of our 

medical knowledge. 

Hiking with the family is a lot of fun, but 

there are also a lot of dangers that we need 

to be prepared for. Animal attacks may 

sound unlikely and are statistically rare — 

some sources say around 160 annually 

throughout the United States, but those 

160 people probably never expected to be 

attacked, either. With proper research and 

preparation, anyone can be prepared for 

the worst-case scenario.

WHAT 
IF?
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Morgan “Rogue” resides 

in Texas with her 

husband, daughter, 

and two dogs, with 

their second daughter 

on the way. Her family 

is always venturing 

into the wilderness and challenging them-

selves, as well as others, to love the outdoors. 

Through Rogue Preparedness, she works 

toward making the world a more prepared 

place, where people can feel confident in 

knowing that they possess the skills, knowl-

edge, and items to get through any emer-

gency or disaster. She educates and enter-

tains on her YouTube channel, website, and 

social media platforms, as well as in-person 

events held in Texas. You can find Morgan at 

roguepreparedness.com.
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Conclusion
People forget that the wilderness is 

just that, an untamed area of our world 

where survival of the fittest is the norm, 

and the natural order of things is for 

larger animals to prey on smaller ones. 

As we push further and further into 

rural areas, the hunt for food can often 

turn to human victims. No one ever 

thinks it’s their turn, but assume that 

the hills have eyes and prepare accord-

ingly for animals that have a level of 

stealth and strength honed by millennia 

of evolution. 

Success and survival in this case, 

or in any other animal attack scenario 

starts with comprehensive preparation 

before going afield. The careful selec-

tion of the right gear for the adventure 

is also critical, and being ready to take 

appropriate and decisive action when 

the unthinkable happens is paramount 

to surviving any animal attack. Know 

the potential dangers in the outdoor 

environment you plan to explore, be 

prepared, never take Mother Nature for 

granted, and enjoy the journey. 

WHAT 
IF?
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“I 
don’t want to be qualified. I don’t 

want my accomplishments qualified,” 

explains a currently multitasking Lisa 

Jaster, graciously chatting from the 

car in between her children’s rugby 

and jiujitsu practices. “I went to the State of the Union 

address in 2016, and I posted a few things online. I was 

sick of people telling me, ‘You’re strong for a woman,’ or, 

‘Wow, you’re fill-in-the-blank for your age,’ or, ‘You really 

know your tactics for a female soldier.’ Not only had Lisa’s 

gender and age suddenly become a focus, but so had her 

resolve. From those comments came #DeleteTheAdjective 

and a bit of a chip on her shoulder. “Those chips on our 

shoulders are what make us succeed in the long run,” 

Lisa explains.

She’s not wrong. Her drive has led Lisa to delete the “fe-

male” adjective in a life and career full of accomplishments. 

First deployment? Afghanistan after Sept. 11. Second 

Deployment? Operation Iraqi Freedom. Graduating from 

the prestigious Army Ranger School? Check. It’s an impres-

sive feat to graduate from Ranger School at all, let alone 

conquer it at the tender age of 37. “In my Ranger school 

class, I always volunteered to be point man, or carry extra 

items. I remember one mission where I was a 240 gunner, 

which is a roughly 30-pound rig, and I had probably 100 

rounds on me. As we’d conquer this mountain trail, our 

Platoon Sergeant would do a head count at the top. It was 

just one of those days, and I looked at this young guy and 

he was counting heads, and I elbowed him in the ribs and 

I laughed really hard. Later that night in the patrol base he 

pulls me over to the side and he’s like, ‘Why are you laugh-

ing?’ And I said, ‘You don’t get it, I get to be here.’” 

Lisa’s zest for experience has served her well, alongside 

those chips on her shoulder. Currently, she wears a variety 

of hats — Army vet, Army Reservist, Marine wife, devout 

mother, Brazilian jiujitsu trainee and coach, bow hunter, 

and so forth. There’s never a dull moment, and that’s just 

the way she likes it. Ever inspirational and moving forward, 

Lisa took the time in her busy schedule to enlighten us on 

her career and resolve, and also the virtue of “going all-in” 

to realize your dreams. “You have two duffel bags, and 

you shave your head. I mean, you don’t even bring hair to 

school. If that’s not all-in, I don’t know what is.”

RECOIL OFFGRID: Do you have a history of military 

service in your family?

Lisa Jaster: My grandfather was an Army Air Corps navi-

gation instructor during World War II. Due to injury, he 

never actually ended up going over, but then he became 

an instructor at the navigation school. My father is a 1968 

graduate of West Point and did three tours of Vietnam, 

received the Silver Star, and four Purple Hearts.

What were your motivations to join the Army, and 

more specifically to undertake the challenge of at-

tending Ranger school? 

LJ: I actually read a book my grandmother had found 

and given me called In the Men’s House by Carol 

Barkalow, and she’s one of the first female graduates 

from West Point, class of 1980. As a seventh grader, it was 

like, “Wow, this is neat, this is something a lot of women 

haven’t done before. This sounds really hard.” I was living 

in a small town where everybody knew everybody; it was 

hard to really make a splash unless you were getting in a 

Being the First Means Carrying a Burden. Luckily, 

Strength is No Issue for Lisa Jaster, the First Female 

Reserve Graduate of the Elite U.S. Army Ranger School

By Mike Landers

Photos by John Jackson
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lot of trouble or you were the quarterback of the football 

team. So, I read this book and I thought, My God, I want 

to try that. And my father was a West Point grad, so he 

had grown up watching The Men of West Point, which 

was an old TV show.

How did you push forward to get accepted and make 

it in?

LJ: We didn’t have the internet back in 1990-’91, so I 

didn’t know how to get into West Point, but I heard that 

you needed a Congressional nomination. I just started 

sending my school pictures to my congressman and 

my senators. Every year, I would get my school picture 

and I would write them a letter, and I would send it in. If 

there were ever any town halls where politicians came to 

Plymouth, Wisconsin, or anywhere in Sheboygan County, 

which is where I grew up, I would be sitting there with 

all the retirees that went to town halls. Finally, between 

my junior and my senior year of high school, I got to go 

to a West Point summer camp. And they marched us, 

and they had real cadets teaching our little classes, and 

we did intramurals and got to wear the cadet intramural 

jerseys, and sleep in barracks, and I just thought it was 

the neatest thing ever. And I thought, Well, if I don’t go 

this school, I don’t want to go anywhere. And that was it. 

It was definitely a good fit.

Can you break down your career in the service?

LJ: I went to cadet basic training in 1996 and was com-

missioned in 2000. September 11 happened, and right 

away at the start of 2002, we went to Afghanistan. After 

returning from Afghanistan, we went to Iraq for Opera-

tion Iraqi Freedom I. I came back, went to grad school, 

and then went to South Korea for two years, and after 

that I got out of the Army. I got recruited for a unit after 

being gone from the military for about three years. Turns 

out I had been completely processed out, but didn’t 

know it, so it took me two years to get back in the Army 

as an Army Reservist, which is my current designation. 

I had to go through everything, although not basic 

training, but I had to prove that I really wasn’t as old and 

decrepit as I felt.

As you were entering, what kind of physical prep did 

it take to get you to where you at least physically felt 

like you were ready to go to West Point?

LJ: Well, teaching myself to run at least two miles was 

a challenge. I danced ballet, tap, and jazz, and played 

soccer in high school. I was also cheer captain, but that 

didn’t really prepare me a whole lot for the Army fitness 

test. In high school, maybe junior year, I started trying 

West Point graduation, 

May 27, 2000, shaking the 

hands of her company 

Tactical Offi  cer and NCO.

CPET testing for 

the “Hyperfi t Female 

Study” at the U.S. Army 

Research Institute of 

Environmental Medicine 

on December  13, 2019.

Ranger (Major) Jaster on 

the lowers rappel wall at 

Ranger School.

New Cadet Peplinski at 

Camp Buckner during the 

fi eld problem at the fi nale 

of “Beast Barracks” in 

August 1996.



the attention. My graduation day was just as important 

for the other 88 graduates who stood out there as it was 

for me, but there were 100 cameras facing me. If I could 

go back and change anything, that would be one thing 

I would change. I would figure out a way to reduce the 

hype about me and focus on everyone’s accomplish-

ment. There were, of course, some guys who came in 

and were like, “This is awesome, I have a daughter, I can’t 

believe you’re here, I’m behind you.” But even they had 

to deal with the fact that there were so many eyes on us 

that things were going to be scrutinized. 

DELETE THE 
ADJECTIVE

to run on a regular basis, doing a mile a day, three to 

four days a week. By my senior year, I was trying to 

bike everywhere, and when I wasn’t biking I was run-

ning or walking. I tried to incorporate physical activity 

into every aspect of my life, and then I actually took a 

weight-lifting class in high school, and got taught how 

to lift , which it turns out is another addiction that I’ve 

held onto ever since then. I would say between dancing 

as a kid, having older brothers and stepbrothers as a 

kid, and then as an adult doing martial arts, specifically 

Brazilian jiujitsu, that’s enough to get anybody prepared 

for most situations.

What about the mental stuff? How did you overcome 

the mental challenges of becoming a Ranger?  

LJ: I think the mental portion wasn’t as hard for me 

because I already had a lot of life experiences. I’d been 

to Afghanistan and Iraq in the beginning, when we didn’t 

have showers and when we weren’t sure if we were go-

ing to get real food resupplies, and when we’d eat MREs 

for a week before we’d get some more T-rations, before 

there was MWR and everybody was stealing smokes and 

shoes. I’ve pulled all-nighters with colicky babies, and 

I’ve been the wife of somebody who was deployed to a 

combat zone as a reconnaissance Marine, so I’d already 

been through all those things. I literally had duffle bags 

older than some of my classmates. The hardest part 

about it was that I missed a lot of birthdays and a lot of 

firsts for my kids because my daughter was really young 

at the time. 

What types of support or criticisms did you get from 

your colleagues?

LJ: By the end, I was the lone female. It was really excit-

ing for me to see how all these young male officers and 

enlistees were growing and developing, but also how 

they looked at me differently. Day One, I got “the looks,” 

but by Day Five, it’s, “Hey Jaster, can you just grab this 

for me for a minute? Hey Jaster, can you help me out?” 

And to see how their perception changed from “women 

shouldn’t be here,” to just becoming part of the team.

How else did gender impact your experience?

LJ: From day one I got glared at. I mean, having women 

at the school was changing everything. None of these 

young, high-speed alpha males wanted to be graduat-

ing with the first women. There are a couple reasons: 

the mindset that “obviously the class must be easier if 

women can graduate;” and fact that the media showed 

up for everything. Women being there took away from 

the accomplishment of our classmates as well. We got all 

Major Lisa Jaster 
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about the Ranger women, but I know those Ranger in-

structors went home and would get text messages from 

their buddies, or people who were uninvolved, but had 

such a strong opinion about gender integration. They 

had to come back the next morning and be profession-

als. They had to force themselves to ignore everything. 

So even though, yes, we did get treated differently, the 

professionalism of the instructors was phenomenal, be-

cause I can’t fathom that amount of pressure.

From your perspective, what are your thoughts on 

the roles of women in combat and the military in gen-

eral, and what do you think can be improved? 

LJ: I don’t have a lot of complaints. I’m 42. So, at 42 my 

worldview is very different, but I’ve been really blessed 

that I went to West Point, where as soon as someone 

wanted to give me a hard time, I could compete against 

them, because I trained. As far as what needs to change, I 

think a lot of times it’s just perception. And if you can get 

acquainted with a Lisa Jaster, or Shaye Haver, or Kristen 

Griest, or any of these people who break the mold, the 

perception of what society dictates doesn’t necessarily fit. 

“Whether you want to be a future Green 
Beret, or you want to be a stay-at-home mom, 
you’ve got to be all-in. I think one of the ways 
that people fail regularly is they want it but 
they’re not willing to be all-in.” 

— Lisa Jaster, 
Lieutenant Colonel, Army Reserves

How were you able to gain respect and blend in?

LJ: For my class, just under 400 people showed up for 

Day Zero. Less than 75 percent of us made it to breakfast 

on Day One, and Day Zero’s just filling out paperwork. RAP 

(Ranger Assessment Phase) week is full of individual tasks, 

all the testing, you run everywhere, you’re doing push-ups 

every five minutes. I mean, you eat and you run, and then 

you have to do a bunch of push-ups. I will not lie, I may or 

may not have thrown up a few times. You’re pushing your-

self to your max, and at some point in time you look at the 

person next to you and you say, “I don’t care what you look 

like, I don’t care what you sound like, but you better hold 

your own because every time you drop your bag, or every 

time you don’t do a push-up, all of us get punished.” So, for 

the students, that gender animosity lasted four days or less, 

tops. There were eight women who made it through RAP 

week, so as soon as the “Crazy Eight” got really integrated 

with their squads and were holding their own, our class-

mates were like, “OK, physically these girls have it.” 

Eventually as classmates, we were able to bond and 

meld, but the Ranger instructors had to go home to 

all the media. I had no idea what the public was saying 
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In fact, one of the things I’m most excited about is the 

Army has created this gender-neutral, age-neutral PT test. 

The requirements are different based on your job, or a 

job category. I never wanted lower standards because 

I am a woman, because I didn’t think the job required 

“female standards.” When I came back in the Army I 

was an old captain, and based on my age, I didn’t have 

to do as much physically, or be in as good of shape as 

somebody younger than me, but I was expected to do 

the same job. I would not be OK with a doctor who was a 

little “rusty” and less knowledgeable because they were 

older. If physical fitness is part of my job, and there’s a 

job requirement for a level of physical fitness, then that’s 

what I need to be judged by. 

DELETE THE 
ADJECTIVE

In terms of combat, where have you served, and what 

have been some of those tougher experiences from 

some of that time?

LJ: I have never referred to myself as a combat vet. I can’t 

imagine referring to myself that way. I do have a combat 

action badge, but I have not seen anything that’s book 

worthy, shall we say. There’s a part of me that wishes I had 

been challenged more than I was, but there’s another part 

of me that knows that what I bring to the battlefield, or 

what I bring to the fight, was at a strategic level and not 

at that individual tactical level. I was an engineer who did 

minefield clearing operations, area clearance activities. 

There were a lot of people who were safer because of the 

activity I did, and what I was doing. I’ve got a master’s in 

civil engineering, and I was able to use that in all three of 

my deployments. 

How long did you serve total, and what was your 

highest rank that you reached?

LJ: I did seven years of active service, and I am at seven 

and a half, almost eight years, of Reserve service. This 

last summer I was promoted to Lieutenant Colonel, and 

in May I will be taking Battalion Command.

Do you have any other regrets on your service, or 

anything you wish you had done differently? 

LJ: I always wanted to go to Sapper school, and never real-

ly had the opportunity, so that’s one of those things I wish 

I could have done. But that’s not a regret, that’s just some-

thing I didn’t have the opportunity to do. I made some big 

mistakes. I’ve said some things. Sometimes there’s things 

that I’m still mulling over to this day, but I must honestly 

say that I’ve been glad for every single mistake in the long 

run. My husband has a great quote, “It’s not about the 

stressful situation, it’s how you react to it.” And I really look 

now to see how people react to those situations, rather 

than what bad situations they’ve put themselves into. 

Are there any achievements or milestones that 

you’re most proud of?

LJ: I’ve got a funny story — I don’t know if it’s a proud story. 

I have gone through my military career, and one of the first 

things was September 11. I was QRF (Quick Reaction Force) 

commander at Fort Stewart working directly with the MPs. 

My engineering unit had three teams that rotated through 

on a 15-minute, four-hour and eight-hour recall for the base, 

and I got to lead one of those teams. And then the next 

thing I did was go to Afghanistan for Operation Enduring 

Freedom I, and my very first achievement medal was a 

Bronze Star. So, I am a young lieutenant with a very naked 

uniform and a Bronze Star, and when I was a major I told 
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at the ranch during 

hunting season with 

the family, fall 2016.
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my battalion commander that. He saw my DA photo and 

said, “You don’t even have an Army Achievement Medal 

(AAM).” And I laughed and said, “All I have are deployments 

and company command time.” All my Lieutenant time was 

either in Afghanistan or Iraq, and then my Captain time was 

in Korea. So, it’s all been big events, and he just laughed at 

me and I said, “But whatever you do, I don’t want any more 

awards because getting those award racks built is really ex-

pensive.” I ended up beating him on the next Army Physical 

Fitness Test, and in formation, he gave me an AAM, which 

is the lowest achievement ribbon. I had to get new award 

rack, new pictures, new everything, and it was kind of this 

funny, “How dare you give me this award.” Still, it’s an AAM; 

it’s an award, and it means something to me.

So fast-forward to now, these days. What are you 

focused on? 

LJ: We recently moved so I could start a new job with a 

new company, but I have a lot more control of my situation, 

and a lot more impact. The negative is that it’s hard for me 

to just break away and go train jiujitsu five days a week like 

I did before we moved. I do CrossFit-style training four to 

six days a week, Brazilian jiujitsu three days a week, and I 

also I try to help where my kids train jiujitsu, and maybe 

help teach a kids’ class once a week. For military skills, 

it’s important for me to keep up with ruck running, vest 

runs, normal PT stuff , as well as shooting handguns and 

long- guns. Myself and my husband are both concealed-

carriers, so I do try to still get to the range regularly, but not 

as much as I would like. I like bow hunting as well, and my 

next goal is to kill a turkey with my bow. 

What would you still like to conquer at this point in 

your life?

LJ: I would love to compete in Brazilian jiujitsu. Part of the 

difficulty of that is the amount of 42-year-old, 140-pound 

women who want to compete in Brazilian jiujitsu is pretty 

small, so it’s hard to find people to get matched up with 

in tournaments. A lot of times I show up and there’s 

nobody in my bracket, and it’s either I fight the 22-year-

olds, or I fight the 160 pounders. Of course, I’m more 

than willing to do both when I have the opportunity. It’s 

a discipline where being smart matters; it isn’t just youth, 

it’s also skill and endurance. 

What do you think about the plight of veterans suf-

fering from PTSD?

LJ: I would like to see our medical system get a little less 

fearful of natural solutions. Most of the prescription drugs 

have severe side eff ects and limit a person’s capabilities, 

DELETE THE 
ADJECTIVE
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LISA JASTER

HOMETOWN: Plymouth, WI, and 
now New Braunfels, TX

AGE: 42

EDUCATION: MS in civil 
engineering from Missouri 
University of Science and 
Technology; BS in civil engineering 
from the United States Military 
Academy at West Point

FAMILY STATUS: Married to a 
Marine Reserve Colonel with two 
kids (son, 11; daughter, 8)

MILITARY ACCOLADES: Airborne, 
Air Assault, Ranger, a few 
deployments, and a couple of 
ribbons

FAVORITE MOVIE: Tie between 
Hitch and Pitch Black

DE NIRO OR PACINO? Gotta go 
with De Niro

such as operating heavy equipment — for my engineer sol-

diers, that takes away many of the jobs they are best suited 

for. Engineers are definitely not the only ones. We’ve lost 

quite a few of the guys I deployed with in early 2002-’03 due 

to unseen injuries. Well, what can you expect if the medical 

solution to PTSD removes so many civilian work opportuni-

ties? These are not the type of people who want to collect a 

welfare check and pity from others. So, many self-medicate, 

abuse alcohol, or try to “suck it up.” If there are non-addictive, 

natural alternatives to antidepressants which can help vet-

erans and others suff ering, then there is a chance that PTSD 

could end up with a decreased mortality rate. 

You’ve certainly had an interesting life. What’s the best 

part about being such a diversely accomplished woman?

LJ: Being in the military has exposed me to so much 

more of the world than I ever knew existed. Getting a 

behind-the-scenes view into the psyche of so many hard-

charging soldiers, such as at Ranger School, showed me 

that these guys still love their kids, want to be impres-

sive to their loved ones, and need a support system like 

everyone else. Being a soldier, wife, mom, and manager 

allows me to see the vast complications of every situation 

and gives me empathy. I am blessed to live outside my 

comfort zone and constantly surprise people who think 

they know me because of an adjective. 

TOP 5 RECOMMENDED BOOKS:

Ashley’s War by Gayle Tzemach 
Lemmon 

Good to Great by Jim Collins 

Outliers by Malcolm Gladwell 

The Mission, The Men, and Me by 
Pete Blaber 

Atlas Shrugged by Ayn Rand

CHILDHOOD IDOL: Linda Hamilton 
circa Terminator 2. She was a 
badass and when I read how she 
prepped for the movie, I wanted to 
be that focused on my goals.

DAILY MOTIVATION: The fear of 
only being able to look back at who 
I once was versus striving toward 
who I could be           

FAVORITE BAND: Metallica “Fade 
to Black” and earlier

WEBSITE: Facebook (Lisa Jaster 
- Delete the Adjective) and 
Instagram (@lisaajaster)

DELETE THE 
ADJECTIVE
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Team Red, White, 

and Blue.
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CAN 
ANYONE 

HEAR 
ME?

By Patrick McCarthy

In an Era of Overreliance on Cell 

Phones, Knowing How to Use a

 Handheld Radio Might Save Your Life

W
hat’s the key factor that has made 

humans the dominant species on 

Earth? Many would say it all comes 

down to our ability to use tools, dat-

ing back to the first time our cave-

dwelling ancestors crafted a blade or smacked two rocks 

together to spark a fire. But that claim overlooks a much 

greater advantage: our ability to work together through 

sophisticated methods of communication. 

As the English poet John Donne put it, “No man is an 

island entire of itself; every man is a piece of the continent, a 

part of the main.” We have succeeded through collaborating 

to build societies, and none of that would be possible if we 

hadn’t developed spoken and written methods to communi-

cate with each other. Although television shows and movies 

often portray the quintessential survivalist as a grizzled lone 

wolf, totally independent of the crumbling ruins of humanity, 

that couldn’t be further from the truth. Alone, we’re vulner-

able; together, we can support one another.

It’s critical to have a plan for emergency communication 

if something goes wrong, especially for those of us who 

venture out into the wilderness and distance ourselves 

from society. We’ve all heard the stories of lost hikers who 

wandered off -course or got injured in a remote location, 

nearly dying because they were unable to call for help. The 

irony behind these stories is that long-range communication 

these days is easier than ever before — our ancestors would 

be astonished by the capabilities of the cell phones we carry 

in our pockets. However, those same cell phones can lull us 

into a false sense of security. If your phone’s battery dies, 

its screen is smashed, it’s out of range of the nearest cell 

tower, or a widespread disaster has disabled or overloaded 

local infrastructure, is your only backup plan to start sending 

smoke signals?

Thankfully, there’s an inexpensive, reliable, and highly 

capable alternative to cell phones. Despite claims to the 

contrary, handheld radios are anything but obsolete, and 

while there’s certainly a learning curve involved, they’re not 

as diff icult to use as you might think. In order to get up to 

speed on how to eff ectively use a radio in a survival setting, 

we signed up for an Intro to Emergency Radio Communica-

tion course hosted by Independence Training in Arizona. 

Guest instructor Ted Harden covered a huge range of topics, 

from the absolute basics of selecting a radio and making a 

distress call to more advanced techniques. Read on for an 

overview of some of the lessons we learned at this class.

Before You Get Started
We’ll begin with an important disclaimer — it’s essential 

to understand your radio’s capabilities as well as local and 

federal laws before you begin transmitting.



Harden made it extremely clear that it’s easy to inadver-

tently break the law with many common handheld radios 

(HTs), such as the Baofeng UV-5R used by most of the 

students in his classes. The Federal Communications Com-

mission (FCC) has imposed fines of $25,000 or more on 

individuals who got caught breaking the rules, and serious 

offenses can even lead to jail time. Admittedly, the likeli-

hood of getting caught by the FCC for a one-time infraction 

is minimal, since their investigators are primarily looking for 

corporations and “pirate” radio stations who illegally broad-

cast high-power signals on a daily basis. Improper use of 

your radio may also lead to contact from local law enforce-

ment agencies — Harden says the Department of Fish and 

Game might monitor the airwaves to track down poachers, 

especially outside hunting season.

Aside from the financial and legal ramifications, misusing 

your radio can interfere with important emergency ser-

vices. In April 2017, an unauthorized radio signal triggered 

the tornado warning network in Dallas, Texas, causing 

sirens throughout the suburbs to blare for 95 minutes until 

workers cut power to the system. On a smaller scale, broad-

casting on the wrong frequency can interrupt communica-

tions between EMS, fire, and police agencies who may be 

responding to urgent calls.

If you’re in a true life-and-death emergency, these rules 

can be bent or broken. In any other case, it’s wise to exer-

cise caution and read up on the laws in your area before 

you buy or use a radio.

Understanding the Bands
The class began by discussing common bands, or seg-

ments of the radio frequency spectrum, as well as the radio 

categories within those bands. There are three bands you 

should be aware of: HF, VHF, and UHF. See the sidebar for 

definitions of these and other key terms.

HF is primarily useful for intercontinental communications, 

since it can bounce off the ionosphere to cross extremely 

long distances. This so-called skywave communication can 

be inconsistent due to changes in atmospheric conditions 

and is less useful for emergencies, since someone on an-

other continent probably won’t be able to come to your aid.

VHF and UHF are our primary areas of operation, and 

each has its advantages. VHF’s longer wavelength is bet-

ter at pushing through brush and trees in outdoor areas; 

UHF’s shorter wavelength is better at bouncing off build-

ings and other metallic obstructions in urban areas.

There are several important subcategories within VHF 

and UHF:

Family Radio Service (FRS): If you’ve ever used the 

walkie-talkies sold in blister packs at retail stores, you’ve 

probably used this service. FRS radios require no license 

HAM – Amateur radio. The term’s origins are debated, but some believe 

it was originally a derogatory term used by professionals to single out 

amateur (i.e. “ham-fisted”) operators.

RX – Receive

TX – Transmit

WATTS – Used to measure radio transmission power

REPEATER – Receives and retransmits a signal to extend its range

SIMPLEX – Transmits and receives on one frequency; used for direct 

radio-to-radio comms

DUPLEX – Transmits and receives on two different frequencies with a 

small offset between; used for radio-to-repeater comms

HT – Handheld radio, aka handheld transceiver or handie-talkie

MOBILE – Non-handheld radio configured for use in a vehicle on 12V 

DC power

BASE STATION – Non-handheld radio configured for use on a wall 

power outlet

RF – Radio frequency

BAND – Section on the radio frequency spectrum

HF – High frequency, 3 to 30MHz

VHF – Very high frequency, 30 to 300MHz. For amateur radio commu-

nications, this typically means 144 to 148MHz, often referred to as “144” 

(the frequency) or “2-meter” (the wavelength).

UHF – Ultra high frequency, 300MHz to 3GHz. For amateur radio com-

munications, this typically means 420 to 450MHz, often referred to as 

“440” or “ 70-centimeter.”

DUAL BAND – Capable of using VHF and UHF

TERMS TO KNOW

Many handhelds 

come with a short 

"duck" antenna, 

like the one seen 

here. For an easy 

upgrade, replace 

it with a longer 

whip antenna.



but are limited to 2 watts of output power and can’t use 

a detachable antenna, so you’ll rarely see range beyond 

a mile.

Multi-Use Radio Service (MURS): Like FRS, this ser-

vice doesn’t require a license. It’s slightly better due to the 

ability to use external antennas, but the FCC’s guidelines 

for MURS prohibit the use of repeaters to extend range.

General Mobile Radio Service (GMRS): This service 

is one step better for emergency communication pur-

poses, since it can be used with repeaters. It requires a 

$70 license, but there’s no test required, the license lasts 

for 10 years, and it automatically applies to all members 

of your immediate family. However, power restrictions 

limit its range in comparison to ham radio.

Ham/Amateur Radio: Ham radio off ers the most 

versatile capabilities and the most robust community of 

operators to communicate with. However, in order to 

legally use a ham radio, you’ll need to pass a test and 

get a license. There are three license categories: Tech-

nician, General, and Extra. The first is the most practical 

for general emergency preparedness; the associated 

35-question multiple-choice test costs about $15 and can 

CAN ANYONE 
HEAR ME?

be passed easily after studying for about a week. The other 

two categories off er increasing levels of access to HF for 

intercontinental communication.

When you take a ham radio license test, you can find 

out immediately if you passed and retake the test the 

same day if you failed. After passing the test and wait-

ing a week or two for processing, you’ll be assigned a 

six-character call sign. At that point, you’re cleared to 

begin transmitting.

Important Note: To become a licensed ham radio 

operator, you must submit your full name and mailing 

address to the FCC, and this information is entered into a 

public online database. If someone knows your call sign, 

they can easily look you up. It’s possible to use a P.O. box 

on your license to maintain some privacy, but keep in 

mind that this is an additional cost to consider.

Range, Elevation, and Power
Both VHF and UHF radios require line of sight between 

your antenna and the recipient’s antenna. This means 

that if you’re holding a handheld radio (HT) with its 

antenna at head level and your friend is doing the same, 

assuming perfectly flat ground with no obstructions, your 

maximum range will be limited to roughly three miles due 

to the curvature of the Earth. Go to hamuniverse.com/

lineofsightcalculator.html for more examples and a range 

calculator. In the real world, you might see a maximum of 

one to two miles between two HTs on a good day.

If you’re thinking that a mile or two probably isn’t 

enough range to call for rescue, you’re absolutely 

right. The first way to extend that range is to get 

more elevation by physically moving to the top 

of a nearby hill or building and/or 

using a taller antenna. Most 

handheld radios come with 

a standard “rubber duck” 

antenna that’s only a few 

inches long. This can be 

replaced with a flexible 

whip antenna for a slight 

improvement. For a larger 

Below: A mobile 

radio in your 

vehicle can off er 

substantially 

more power than 

a handheld. Pair 

this with a tall, 

roof-mounted 

antenna to maxi-

mize range.

Traditional 

walkie-talkies 

feature fi xed 

antennas and low 

power, so they’re 

not ideal for long-

range communi-

cation.
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improvement, a roll-up backpacking antenna can be con-

nected to your handheld via a length of coaxial cable and 

hung from a tree or other tall object. This can provide a 

maximum range of 20 miles or more. Magnetic antennas 

mount to the roof of a vehicle or other flat metal surface, 

using it as a ground plane to extend range even further. 

Directional “Yagi” antennas are another worthwhile option, 

but are less portable and must be aimed carefully. But 

above all, height is critical.

The second way to improve range is to use a radio 

that off ers higher power output, measured in watts. Most 

handhelds are 5W or 8W, and Harden says the diff erence in 

that range is usually negligible in the real world — antenna 

quality and elevation are much more important for HTs. 

Power really comes into play when you can use a larger 

mobile or base station radio that’s able to push 50W, 100W, 

or even more. That kind of power isn’t an option for hand-

helds, since it can cause RF burns on the skin on your hand 

(said to feel like something between a bee sting and a bad 

sunburn). After all, radio waves are a form of radiation.

Gear Checklist
Once you have a good understanding of the techni-

cal and legal aspects of radio communication, it’s time 

to pick up some hardware. Thankfully, there’s a thriving 

market for ham radios, and you can easily get an HT with 

the bare essentials for under $100. Many “starter kits” are 

available online, but be cautious, since some of these kits 

include low-quality accessories or items you won’t need.

Handheld radio(s): Harden says that the Baofeng UV-

5R (approx. $25) and other derivatives such as the BF-F8HP 

(approx. $40) are by far the most common HT choices 

for starters. Keep in mind that out of the box, these radios 

are able to illegally transmit on many frequencies they’re 

not certified for. They should only be used for monitoring 

(listening to nearby transmissions) or transmitting on ap-

proved ham bands with the appropriate license. Get a few 

extra HTs for your friends or family members, if possible.

Upgraded antenna: The standard short antenna that 

comes with most inexpensive radios is a serious Achilles’ 

heel. Upgrade options include an extended whip (Harden 

recommends the Diamond brand), a magnet-mount for the 

roof of your car, or a roll-up backpacking antenna (Harden 

recommends the $25 Dual Band Slim Jim antenna available 

at n9taxlabs.com). You might even want all of the above.

Coaxial cable and adapters: Aside from a whip, con-

necting to an external antenna will require some coaxial 

cable. Don’t use the cheap, stiff-type made for TVs. Flex-

ible RG-8 or RG-58 is ideal, but only use as much as you 

need since excess cable can diminish signal strength. You 

should also pick up some SMA to UHF connection adapt-

ers, or buy a pre-terminated cable with those connectors 

built-in (n9taxlabs.com offers those, too).

Programming cable: This allows your radio to connect 

to your computer via USB. Look for one that has “genuine 

FTDI” in the name, since those are truly plug-and-play. 

There are many knockoffs on the market that cause driver 

headaches with some PCs.

Programming software: Good news: You don’t have 

to pay for this. CHIRP is an excellent open-source piece of 

software, and it’s free to download for PC, Mac, or Linux 

at chirp.danplanet.com. It can be used to quickly find im-

portant frequencies, program them onto your radio, and 

duplicate that programming onto other radios you own 

(this is highly recommended).

Extended battery: Many options are available, includ-

ing rechargeable packs or units that accept AA alkaline 

batteries. If you buy a rechargeable pack, get a USB 

charging cable so you can easily hook it up to a portable 

Your radio might 

have a belt clip, 

but carrying it 

exposed can 

cause it to get 

lost or damaged. 

Instead, protect it 

inside a MOLLE-

compatible 

pouch.



power bank, solar panel, or car charger. Never transmit 

while you’re charging, as it may damage the radio.

Hand mic: This microphone/speaker combo clips onto 

your shirt, backpack strap, or plate carrier, and allows you 

to listen and transmit while you’re on the move. Look for 

one with a 3.5mm output port, so you can connect it to an 

earbud for privacy or active ear protection for shooting.

Radio pouch: Don’t trust the included belt clip to secure 

your radio. A purpose-built MOLLE-compatible pouch will 

protect it and offer easy access when you need it.

Stand-alone scanner (optional): Although most 

handheld radios can scan for nearby transmissions, a ded-

icated scanner will be far more efficient at this task. Many 

law enforcement and government agencies have transi-

tioned away from analog comms, so a digital scanner will 

have the added advantage of being able to monitor these 

frequencies, as long as they’re not encrypted.

Prepping Your Radio
Your ham radio can be used two ways: radio-to-radio 

(simplex) or radio-to-repeater (duplex). The former offers 

easy, direct communication within a typical range of a few 

miles. The latter uses a high-power repeater to extend 

your range by tens or hundreds of miles, and is therefore 

much more useful for emergencies. Some repeaters are 

even linked together to bounce your signal across coun-

ties or states, and many are supported by generators or 

other emergency-ready backup power options.

Out of the box, your radio probably won’t be pro-

grammed with any useful frequencies. You can always 

use the scan function to check for nearby transmissions, 

but that should be your last resort. Ideally, you’ll want to 

plan ahead and add the ham repeaters in your area to the 

radio’s memory, either by entering them manually on its 

keypad (tedious) or by programming them via USB cable 

and CHIRP (fast and easy). To find repeaters in your area, 

check RepeaterBook.com or RadioReference.com, or 

search online for “[your state/city] repeater directory.”

In addition to ham repeaters, Harden recommends 

programming your radio with NOAA weather advisory 

frequencies (see weather.gov/nwr/maps) as well as the 

22 standard FRS, GMRS, and MURS frequencies. If you’re 

near the coast, you may also want to program in the 

marine VHF frequencies, which are used by watercraft. 

Lastly, you can look up any local police, fire, or EMS 

frequencies, since listening to these may provide useful 

information during a disaster. Note that your radio may 

not be authorized to transmit on any of the frequencies 

in this paragraph, and you certainly shouldn’t transmit on 

government frequencies, but it’s perfectly legal to listen 

and gather information.

A hand mic 

makes it easier 

to communicate 

on the move 

and to keep your 

radio safe inside a 

pouch or pack.

Make a  
Cheat Sheet
Harden recommends printing out small cards that contain the follow-

ing critical information. Laminate these cheat sheets and place one with 

each radio you distribute to your family, friends, or emergency prepared-

ness group members.

 Important phone numbers

 Regional ham radio repeater frequencies

 Local PD/EMS/NOAA weather frequencies

 Signal Operating Instructions (SOI): A bare-bones guide on how to use 

the radio to call for help. Make it simple enough that a child can under-

stand it.

 Communication windows: Plan out daily time frames when the user 

should broadcast or listen for regular communications, so you don’t 

end up missing a group member’s calls. Avoid exact hour or half-hour 

marks, since prescheduled events may be occurring on the repeater at 

those times.

 Privacy key: List a few vague terms for specific locations or instruc-

tions. For example, you might say “meet at the red building,” which the 

card indicates is the warehouse on the corner of Washington and 12th. 

This ensures any eavesdroppers won’t know exactly where you are or 

what you’re doing unless you want them to.
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Begin Transmission
Under normal circumstances, there’s a standard eti-

quette that should be followed when using a ham radio 

repeater. Rule number one is to listen before you transmit 

— you’re sharing the airwaves with other people, and it’s 

rude to cut someone off . Key up (press the transmit button) 

for a few seconds before you begin speaking, and try to 

keep messages under a minute whenever possible. You’re 

always required to identify yourself by your call sign before 

speaking. To get started, you might say “[call sign] is moni-

toring” to indicate you’re listening, or say “this is [call sign], 

can I please get a signal report?” to ask someone to report 

back if they can hear you clearly.

In an emergency, these niceties will get pushed aside for 

obvious reasons. You should say “break” if you’re interrupt-

ing an ongoing conversation, quickly identify yourself, and 

then state “this is an emergency” and ask for someone 

who can help. Once someone responds and is ready to 

take down your information, provide the relevant details for 

that person to pass along to rescue personnel. Students in 

the class were trained to call in emergency information as 

concisely as possible using a civilian-oriented version of the 

standard military nine-line MEDEVAC format:

1. Location of pickup site (include decimal GPS coordinates, 

if possible)

2. Radio frequency and call sign

3. Number of patients by precedence/injury severity

4. Special equipment required (e.g. a stretcher)

5. Number of patients by type (e.g. ambulatory or 

non-ambulatory)

6. Number and type of wound, injury, or illness

7. Method of marking pickup site

8. Patient description (e.g. teenage girl wearing a bright 

blue jacket)

9. Terrain description, including key landmarks

 SOURCES 
Independence Training > www.independencetraining.com

An extended 

battery pack is 

a wise pur-

chase for any 

handheld radio, 

especially one 

you plan to use 

in emergen-

cies. If possible, 

select one with 

an onboard 

port for a USB or 

car charger, as 

well as contacts 

for use with a 

charging cradle.

The Baofeng 

UV-5R was 

used by most 

students in 

the class. This 

$25 made-in-

China HT is far 

from the best 

on the market, 

but is a good 

starting point 

for beginners.
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End this emergency transmission with a “how copy?” to 

ask for confirmation or clarification. If at all possible, have 

a notepad and pen ready to write down important info 

such as times, frequencies, and call signs. These details 

will help you get in touch with the same person again in 

the future, if necessary.

Advanced Capabilities
Some ham radio repeaters offer capabilities that can 

greatly expand your emergency comms capabilities. We’ll 

briefly address a few of these below.

AUTOPATCH

You can make local phone calls from your handheld 

radio through an autopatch-enabled repeater, as long as 

you know the passcode. To start a call, key up, say “this is 

[call sign] requesting autopatch,” and listen for any objec-

tions. Then, key up again and dial the activation code, 

the 10-digit phone number, and finally the star key (*) 

before unkeying. If it works, you’ll hear a message saying 

“autopatch enabled” and the call will begin. After the call, 

say your call sign again and enter the disconnect code 

followed by *.

Unfortunately, autopatch has some drawbacks. You’ll 

need to know that the repeater you’re connecting to is 

autopatch-enabled, and you’ll need the passcode, which 

is often only given out to radio club members (that 

rule may be waived in an emergency). Your call is also 

limited to 3 minutes, broadcasted to anyone listening on 

the repeater, and testing has revealed that many phone 

service providers will send autopatch calls straight 

to voicemail. Still, if you’re trying to directly contact 

someone who doesn’t have a radio, this may be your 

best bet. It can also be used to call 9-1-1 if no one else is 

active on the repeater.

IRLP/ECHOLINK

The Internet Radio Linking Project (IRLP) is a service 

that transmits radio calls over the internet from one 

node to another, much like Skype or any other VoIP 

service. This is a great way to reach other radio opera-

tors who live in a different state or country, far beyond 

the reach of your local repeater network. See IRLP.net 

for details and list of nodes in your area.

EchoLink is a functionally similar service, but it comes 

with the added bonus of stand-alone functionality on 

PCs and smartphones. That means that even if you don’t 

have a radio, you can download the app and use it to 

communicate with those who do.

Remember that unlike typical ham radio repeaters, 

both of these services are dependent on the internet, 

so they’re likely to go offline if a major disaster wipes 

out infrastructure.

AMSAT

Did you know you can directly make a call to outer 

space from a ham radio? It’s true. In fact, the Interna-

tional Space Station will send you a certificate if you call 

its onboard repeater. Refer to ariss.org/contact-the-iss.

html for details.

Before you dismiss this as useless trivia, you should 

learn about the Amateur Radio Satellite Organization, 

also known as AMSAT. These low-orbit amateur satellites 

act as radio repeaters, and they can be reached using a 

ham radio and directional antenna. In 2017, a father and 

son successfully used it to call for rescue when they got 

stuck in Big Bend National Park, outside the range of cell 

towers or terrestrial repeaters. An audio recording of this 

call is available on AMSAT.org.

The catch to AMSAT is that you need a smartphone or 

computer app to determine the exact orbital path and 

timing of these satellites, which will provide a narrow 

window of 15 minutes or less to transmit as one passes 

overhead. You also need to hope that your transmission 

is heard by someone else who’s willing to help.

Over and Out
Just like any other emergency preparedness skill, your 

ability to communicate is only as good as your training. 

You don’t want the first time you test your radio to be 

at the bottom of a ravine with a broken leg, so get out 

there and practice with your gear. More importantly, 

practice in a realistic manner. If you go off-roading 

frequently in mountainous terrain, see how your radio 

setup copes with that exact scenario. If you selected a 

radio for use in an urban natural disaster, test it out next 

time a storm rolls in. These dry runs will quickly reveal 

flaws in your plan.

At the conclusion of the class, Harden recommended 

following the military’s PACE plan format to establish 

Primary, Alternate, Contingency, and Emergency options 

for communication. Your primary will almost certainly 

be your cell phone, whether you’re using it to call, text, 

email, or reach out on social media. A handheld radio 

makes an excellent alternate tool, and a satellite phone 

or personal locator beacon might be a good contingen-

cy option. The emergency option is a last resort, such as 

attempting to find a nearby landline or pay phone (yes, 

they still exist in a few places).

You may never experience a day when you’re des-

perately in need of help and your cell phone shows “No 

Signal.” We sincerely hope that’s the case, but we live our 

lives by the mantra "hope for the best and plan for the 

worst." If things go off the rails, you’d better have several 

reliable options to stay in touch. 

A handheld ham 

radio makes 

a valuable ad-

dition to any 

emergency kit 

or bug-out bag, 

even if you only 

use it to check the 

weather forecast.

CAN ANYONE 
HEAR ME?



Seven Compact 

Flashlights for 

Minimalist 

Everyday Carry
By Patrick McCarthy

S
ummer is officially here, and with 

it comes a natural variation in 

wardrobe. Warmer weather leads 

to lightweight clothing and in-

creased physical activity, neither 

of which is conducive to pockets crammed 

full of gear. It’s for this reason that many of us 

pare down our everyday carry slightly for this 

season. Maybe that means you start carrying 

a single-stack subcompact handgun instead of 

a double-stack full-size, or a lightweight folding 

knife instead of something more robust. What 

it shouldn’t mean is that you start leaving be-

hind the essentials. Murphy’s Law dictates the 

moment that happens is the moment you’ll 

need those items the most.

A flashlight is one such essential tool. The 

light in your pocket will help you figure out 

what the heck your dog keeps barking at in 

the backyard, find the pen that fell between 

the seats of your truck, and read the menu 

in your spouse’s favorite obnoxiously dim 

restaurant. And unlike a keychain light or 

the tiny LED on your cell phone, it can 

provide the focused illumination you need 

to clear your house if you come home to a 

door that’s unexpectedly ajar.

However, flashlights can get heavy and 

bulky, so we decided to compare seven 

models that can fit into even the smallest 

pockets. One key constraint was that each 

of these lights must run on a single CR123 

battery. Most of our typical EDC lights are 

powered by two of these batteries, so we 

already have plenty of spares on hand, 

making the seasonal transition easier. If 

swapping gear out becomes a hassle, you’ll 

be more prone to leave it at home, so inter-

changeability is an important consideration.

Read on as we evaluate seven single-

CR123 flashlights to determine which might 

fit your minimalist EDC loadout. 
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5.11 Tactical

Rapid L1
Coast

XP6R

Notes: This light serves as a replace-

ment to the discontinued 5.11 Tactical 

TMT L1, which produced 212 lumens 

from a Cree XPG-B LED. Using a newer 

Cree XP-L2 V5 LED, the Rapid L1 now 

offers 290 lumens, and also features 

a revised switch design and shorter 

overall length. However, comparing 

the lights side-by-side, the Rapid looks 

almost identical, aside from the new 

name, different tail cap, and some 

extra texture around the head.

The updated switch is a big improve-

ment over the old TMT series and is 

now much easier to press with a nice 

tactile click feel. Raised guards on each 

side protect it from accidental presses, 

although we feel these could’ve 

been shorter and more rounded for 

improved comfort. Output is 290 

lumens on high and 19 on low, with an 

additional high-power strobe function. 

The beam pattern appears as a soft 

spotlight with a subtler flood pattern 

around the periphery. Unfortunately, 

the output has a noticeable blue tint, 

which causes it to appear substantially 

less powerful than the other lights in 

this guide. We’ve found this to be a 

common problem among inexpensive 

flashlights, and once you learn to 

recognize it, it’s hard to overlook.

We’ve had plenty of great experi-

ences with 5.11 Tactical packs, apparel, 

and other products, so it’s unfortunate 

that this updated light design still feels 

a few steps behind the competition. It’s 

definitely an improvement on the old 

TMT, but it’s far from cutting-edge.

Notes: After seeing the brand-new 

XP6R at SHOT Show in January, we 

immediately wanted to get our hands 

on one. When we started working on 

this article, the production version 

of the light wasn’t quite ready, but 

Coast kindly sent us this pre-

production prototype. It’s part of a 

new XP Series of flashlights and will 

accept a Coast Zithion X rechargeable 

battery (included) or a single CR123 

(not included). Based on the generic 

blue battery that arrived with the 

prototype XP6R, it looks like Zithion 

X will be Coast’s private-label 3.7V 

650mAh 16340 battery with a built-in 

micro USB port. As you might expect, 

output is visibly reduced when using 

a CR123, dropping from a maximum of 

480 lumens to 290 lumens.

As with many other Coast lights, the 

XP6R features the company’s signature 

slide-focusing optic, which lets the 

user rearrange output from a tight 

spot to a wide flood pattern by moving 

the head back and forth with a thumb. 

This is especially helpful for map 

reading and other close-up tasks where 

a spot beam would be detrimental. If 

most of the items you need to illumi-

nate are within arm’s reach, the XP6R 

has a clear advantage over the other 

lights in this guide. Low, medium, and 

high modes are cycled with each press 

of the tail cap switch, but no memory 

function is present, so each time you 

turn it on, you’ll have to click the but-

ton a few times to select the appropri-

ate output. This light is expected to go 

on sale in the fourth quarter of 2020.

Pros:

 Aluminum body feels tough and is 

rated IPX7 water-resistant to 1 meter 

immersion

 Tail cap switch is easy to use to cycle 

through modes and gives a positive 

click for constant activation.

Cons:

 Strong bluish tint makes the output 

feel dimmer than it actually is

 Tail cap is sharper and more aggressive 

than the bezel, so using it as an impact 

weapon is more likely to hurt your 

thumb than an attacker

Pros:

 The slide-focusing optic offers outstand-

ing versatility. We’ve always been a fan 

of this feature on Coast’s fl ashlights.

 Nice ergonomics and aesthetics, from 

the knobby machined ridges on the 

body to the anodized trim ring and 

sculpted lanyard hole

Cons:

 It lacks a pocket clip, and that’s 

practically a deal-breaker for us in this 

category. Carrying a fl ashlight loose in 

a pocket makes it harder to access and 

easier to activate by accident.

 No mode memory — this means that if 

you turn off the light in high mode, it’ll 

turn back on in low mode next time, 

then medium the following time.

DIMENSIONS

3.5 by 1.0 inches

CLAIMED MAX OUTPUT

290 lumens

CLAIMED MAX RUNTIME

2 hours 7 minutes

WEIGHT WITH BATTERY

2.5 ounces

OUTPUT MODES

High, low, strobe

MSRP

$50

URL

www.511tactical.com

DIMENSIONS

3.6 by 1.1 inches

CLAIMED MAX OUTPUT

480 lumens (see notes)

CLAIMED MAX RUNTIME

15.5 hours

WEIGHT WITH BATTERY

2.6 ounces

OUTPUT MODES

Low, medium, high

MSRP

$40

URL

www.coastportland.com
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Fenix

E18R

Notes: This impressively tiny light is 

the smallest in our guide by a substan-

tial margin, with dimensions that are 

comparable to a USB flash drive or mini 

BIC lighter. Despite this, it packs in an 

impressive amount of features. There 

are four brightness levels, ranging 

from 5 to 750 lumens, plus a strobe 

function. There’s a side activation but-

ton with a battery indicator LED in the 

middle, and a lockout function to pre-

vent accidental activation (double-click 

the button to toggle lockout). On the 

opposite side of the head, you’ll find a 

circular charging contact that attaches 

to the included magnetic USB cable. 

The light’s tail cap also contains a mag-

net, so it can be stuck to surfaces such 

as a toolbox or car hood for hands-free 

illumination. A removable pocket clip 

and lanyard are also included.

Although the E18R can be powered 

by a standard CR123 battery, the 

magnetic charging function only works 

with the included Fenix 3.6V 16340 bat-

tery or similar models with integrated 

protection circuits. A standard or 

rechargeable CR123 “can be used for 

emergency,” according to the manual, 

but lumen output will be reduced. 

Additionally, plugging in the magnetic 

charger while one of these batteries is 

installed could cause a fire or explo-

sion. Thankfully, the power button LED 

clearly indicates charge status ranging 

from full (green) to critical (red flash-

ing) so you’ll know when it’s time to 

swap out or plug in.

If you’re heading out in gym shorts 

and a T-shirt with a bare minimum 

amount of gear, but still want to carry 

a flashlight, the E18R is a great choice. 

It’s about as small as you can get 

before you leave the realm of pocket 

flashlights and start looking into micro 

keychain lights.

Pros:

 Compact design isn’t much larger than 

the battery it contains, yet crams in a 

surprising list of features

 The magnetic charger provides a 

convenient way to make sure your light 

is always topped off and ready to go. It 

works great in a car USB port, too.

Cons:

 The small, side-mounted activation 

button and similarly shaped magnetic 

charging contact can lead to some 

clumsy fumbling while trying to turn on 

the light.

 If the special magnetic cable is lost or 

misplaced, fi nding a replacement will 

be a hassle.

DIMENSIONS

2.4 by 1.0 inches

CLAIMED MAX OUTPUT

750 lumens (see notes)

CLAIMED MAX RUNTIME

70 hours

WEIGHT WITH BATTERY

1.8 ounces

OUTPUT MODES

Low, medium, high, turbo, strobe

MSRP

$65

URL

www.fenixlight.com
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HDS Systems

EDC Tactical, 325 Lumens

Notes: At most companies, engineers 

work within specific constraints and 

budgets set by project managers. At 

HDS Systems, the engineer runs the 

company. This is clearly evident in 

every aspect of the EDC Tactical light, 

starting with its straightforward name 

and no-frills knurled aluminum body. 

Its only identifying marks are the 

brand name and serial discreetly en-

graved on the bezel in a plain font. But 

like a Swiss watch, there’s an obsessive 

degree of attention to detail beneath 

the surface.

The light’s key feature is its rotary 

control mechanism. Twisting the tail 

cap adjusts between 24 constant 

brightness settings, momentary strobe, 

and momentary full output; each is 

activated via a satisfyingly crisp click 

switch. Rather than performing occa-

sional quality control checks like most 

manufacturers, HDS Systems manually 

calibrates every light to its exact lumen 

rating in-house. The company’s website 

offers detailed descriptions of compo-

nents, including the PVD antireflective 

lens coating, black-nitride-coated 

stainless bezel, trapezoidal Acme 

threads, proprietary constant power 

LED regulation system, and custom 

software that has gone through nearly 

two dozen revisions (ours has version 

2.18). When was the last time you 

thought about the software version
your flashlight is running?

The EDC Tactical comes with a 

four-page user guide, but there’s a 

downloadable 20-page advanced guide 

that’ll teach you how to unlock its 

many programmable functions. If that’s 

not enough, you can custom-order a 

light with a variety of LED types, bat-

tery types, and other features such as 

a sapphire crystal (!) instead of glass. 

There’s even a limited-production C173 

beryllium copper body option that 

brings the light’s price to more than 

$1,000. No, that wasn’t a typo — one 

thousand dollars.

Pros:

 With tight tolerances, tactile controls, 

and extreme attention to detail, this 

light exudes quality in a way that’s 

hard to convey on paper.

 If you’re the type of person who has 

strong feelings about CRI and beam 

pattern, and frequently gets into de-

bates on fl ashlight forums, this might 

be the light you always wanted.

Cons:

 Lacks a built-in pocket clip — the slip-on 

clip seen here is an optional accessory 

and not an ideal retention solution 

because of the rotary control scheme.

 Although we understand the reasons 

for the premium price, it’s likely to 

deter all but the most diehard lighting 

enthusiasts from purchasing this 

product.

DIMENSIONS

3.9 by 1.0 inches

CLAIMED MAX OUTPUT

325 lumens

CLAIMED MAX RUNTIME

121 hours

WEIGHT WITH BATTERY

3.7 ounces

OUTPUT MODES

Constant-on with 24 brightness 
level increments, momentary maxi-
mum, momentary strobe

MSRP

$314

URL

www.hdssystems.com

Our EDC Tactical 

sample came with an 

optional handmade leather 

belt sheath from Thor’s Ham-

mer Custom Leather. It carries the 

light as well as a spare battery.
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Nitecore

EC11

Notes: The EC11 accepts a CR123 bat-

tery, but after using it, that starts to 

feel like an afterthought. The first sign 

of this is the spec sheet, which shows 

that the light produces 900 lumens 

with a Nitecore IMR 18350 3.7V battery, 

but 430 lumens with a regular 3V 

CR123. Additionally, the battery com-

partment contains a removable plastic 

spacer that serves to prevent a slightly 

narrower CR123 battery from rattling 

around. This wouldn’t bother us if the 

light came with an 18350 battery by 

default, but it doesn’t. That battery 

requires a separate charging cradle if 

you don’t have one already. Nitecore 

offers these two optional items for $17 

with the purchase of this flashlight, 

effectively bringing the price to $77.

If, like us, you didn’t buy the Ni-

tecore battery, you’ll need to be care-

ful what you use. Various standard 3V 

CR123s worked fine, but at diminished 

brightness as expected. The Coast 

light’s unbranded 3.7V 16340 battery 

also worked properly and appeared 

to produce higher lumen output. 

However, a Fenix 3.6V 16340 and (more 

surprisingly) Nitecore’s own NL166 3.7V 

rechargeable CR123 yielded strange re-

sults. Cycling through modes appeared 

to eliminate low and medium — the light 

went from ultralow straight to high, 

then two more identical high settings, 

and finally turbo.

The EC11 offers a secondary red LED 

with constant and signal flash modes; 

it can also display battery power status 

“when out of the door” [sic]. If you see 

a pattern of two flashes, a pause, and 

eight flashes, that indicates 2.8V. The 

white LED features constant, strobe, 

SOS, and slow-flashing location beacon 

functions.

Pros:

 Red LED is a nice addition, especially 

with its ability to serve as a battery 

voltage gauge

 430 lumens is bright enough for most 

purposes, but …

Cons:

 … the EC11 is boldly advertised at 900 

lumens. Unless you spend extra for a 

special Nitecore IMR 18350 battery, 

you won’t be able to reach that maxi-

mum output.

 Testing revealed it to be very picky 

about power sources. Several bright-

ness modes didn’t function correctly 

with some types of rechargeable 

CR123/16340 batteries.

DIMENSIONS

3.0 by 1.0 inches

CLAIMED MAX OUTPUT

900 lumens (see notes)

CLAIMED MAX RUNTIME

12 hours

WEIGHT WITH BATTERY

2.3 ounces

OUTPUT MODES

Ultralow, low, medium, high, turbo, 
strobe, SOS, slow fl ash; secondary 
red LED

MSRP

$60

URL

www.nitecore.com
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LIGHT & 
BRIGHT

Streamlight

ProTac 1L-1AA

Notes: As much as we appreciate the 

power and reliability of the CR123 

battery for our EDC flashlights and 

weapon lights, we still recognize that 

it has some downsides. The biggest 

among those is availability. You can’t 

always walk into a gas station or cor-

ner store and know that you’ll be able 

to buy a spare. That’s certainly not 

the case with AA batteries, which are 

sold virtually everywhere. Recognizing 

this, Streamlight made a flashlight that 

takes either 1L (lithium CR123) or 1AA.

AAs and CR123s provide completely 

different levels of juice — 1.5V and 3V, 

respectively — and this has a direct 

effect on lighting performance. With 

a CR123, the 1L-1AA can produce 350 

lumens for 1 hour and 30 minutes; 

with an AA alkaline battery, it’ll only 

produce 150 lumens for 1 hour and 20 

minutes. For this reason, the former will 

be our primary power source, and the 

latter is a fallback option. Still, we’re 

thankful for it.

This light is constructed from solid 

aluminum finished in either black or 

coyote tan (pictured). It offers three 

modes, each of which can be activated 

in constant or momentary fashion. 

Streamlight’s Ten-Tap system allows 

the user to choose high/strobe/low, 

high only, or low/high configuration. 

Each light includes one of each type of 

battery, a removable pocket clip, and 

a nylon belt holster. Real-world prices 

for Streamlight products are often well 

below MSRP, and this is no exception. It 

can be found for less than $40 online, 

making it an excellent value.

Pros:

 Compatibility with AA alkaline or lithi-

um batteries is a huge advantage from 

a survivalist perspective, and provides 

a backup power option if resources are 

scarce

 350-lumen high mode and 40-lumen 

low mode offer enough versatility for 

close- and medium-range tasks

Cons:

 Prior experience has taught us that 

these Streamlight pocket clips have a 

tendency to loosen and pop off.

DIMENSIONS

4.3 by 1.0 inches

CLAIMED MAX OUTPUT

350 lumens

CLAIMED MAX RUNTIME

14 hours

WEIGHT WITH BATTERY

2.4 ounces

OUTPUT MODES

Low, high, strobe

MSRP

$68 (see notes)

URL

www.streamlight.com
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Haley Strategic / SureFire

D3FT Combat Light

Notes: This light was conceptual-

ized by Haley Strategic Partners, the 

company founded by Force-Recon-

Marine-turned-shooting-instructor 

Travis Haley, and manufactured by 

SureFire. Its D3FT designation stands 

for Disruptive 3nvironments Firefly 

Technique (we’re not entirely sure what 

a threenvironment is). In a video on 

the company’s YouTube channel, Haley 

explains that its name is pronounced 

“deft,” as in “neatly skillful and quick in 

one’s movements.”

Regardless of these elaborate nam-

ing conventions, the D3FT’s design has 

an interesting logic behind it. It fea-

tures a sturdy aluminum ring between 

the head and battery compartment, 

which is intended to be used alongside 

a handgun in the SureFire/Rogers 

grip — this involves placing the light 

between the index and middle fingers 

of your support hand, then pulling it 

back into a closed fist to depress the 

tail cap switch using the heel of your 

palm. This feels slightly awkward at 

first if you’re used to a thumb-on-tail-

cap “icepick” grip, and may not work 

as well for those with smaller hands or 

less grip strength, but we quickly got 

the hang of it.

Functionally, the D3FT is about as 

simple as it gets. There’s one bright-

ness level, which can be activated in 

momentary mode with a partial press 

or constant mode with a full click. 

Loosening the tail cap serves as a lock-

out. The beam is focused into a fairly 

dense spot pattern, comparable to 

other SureFire weapon-oriented lights 

like the EDCL series or E2D.

Pros:

 The combination of aggressively 

knurled body, full-fist length, and 

central grip ring make this light easy 

to retain and manipulate.

 Its tail cap offers the perfect degree 

of springy responsiveness for reliable 

momentary or constant activation.

Cons:

 We like the pocket clip’s stiffness, but 

its leading edge is almost completely 

flat. This made the D3FT difficult to 

slip back into a pocket one-handed, 

especially with thick-stitched jeans.

 Single output and 1-hour runtime 

make this much better as a combat 

light than a utility light

DIMENSIONS

4.1 by 1.3 inches

CLAIMED MAX OUTPUT

500 lumens

CLAIMED MAX RUNTIME

1 hour

WEIGHT WITH BATTERY

3.3 ounces

OUTPUT MODES

High only

MSRP

$169

URL

haleystrategic.com 
(not available directly from SureFire)
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DON’T 
FALL FLAT

By Joey NickischerTips and Tools for Flat Tire Repair

First, let’s talk about changing a tire. Some folks out 

there might not have ever needed to change a flat tire by 

themselves. While it’s not fun to do when you’re on-road, 

it’s even less fun when you’re off -road. If you don’t know 

how to change a tire, learn. Please. It’s relatively easy to do 

and can save you a disproportionate amount of heartache 

if you find yourself in this situation. If you do already know 

how, you’d be remiss not to teach your spouse, children, 

and friends.

Your preparations need to start by making sure you 

have all the equipment needed to change a tire and the 

knowledge of how to do it safely. Naturally, having a spare 

tire helps a lot. Knowing where the spare tire is located 

and how to access it is a must. Spare tires may be located 

inside a vehicle, perhaps under the floor of an SUV, or cov-

ered by the plastic trim on the side. It could also be located 

in the trunk of a car or outside the vehicle, suspended 

underneath with a cable that you’ll need to crank down 

with a tool that should be included in the tire-changing 

kit that came with the vehicle. If your vehicle is like the 

latter, you’ll need to know the proper procedure to lower 

that spare. It’s not always obvious, and you should refer 

to the owner’s manual for instructions. Also, make sure to 

periodically check the tire pressure of your spare and top 

S
everal years ago, my fellow rescue technicians 

and I conducted a search-and-rescue opera-

tion. We were in the middle of transporting our 

subject out of the woods when we realized that 

our transport UTV was getting a flat tire. The 

escort ATVs were unable to safely evacuate the subject, 

so we needed to come up with a quick solution to get 

our subject out of the woods and to a proper ambulance. 

Thankfully, we had several viable solutions available to us, 

and we were able to get to safety with only minor delay. 

What did we do? More importantly, if you find yourself in 

an austere environment or off -the-grid scenario, what are 

your options and what can you learn from our event?
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scenario, you could use a manual pump, like a bicycle 

pump, to inflate the tire. If the leak is slow enough, this 

could buy you time to get to safety. If the tire damage is 

more extensive, simply refilling a tire with air might not be 

possible and you’ll need to try a diff erent method.

it off  if it’s low. Note that some vehicles don’t come with a 

spare tire at all, instead relying on special run-flat tires or a 

tire repair kit.

You’ll need an appropriate jack to lift the car and a lug 

wrench that’s sized for your lug nuts. Some people don’t 

know where their spare tire is, don’t know how to access 

their spare tire, don’t have a jack, and don’t have a lug 

wrench sized to fit their vehicle. This is a recipe for disaster. 

The basic steps to changing a tire are as follows: Choose 

a safe location with level ground. Turn on your hazard 

lights, then set the parking brake and block the tires so 

the vehicle can’t accidentally roll away while you’re jacking 

it up. Before you lift the car, use the lug wrench to begin 

loosening all of the lug nuts; it’s much easier to do this 

when the wheel is on the ground and can’t move. Just get 

them started; don’t remove them completely. Place your 

jack at the specified jack point for your car and raise the 

car. Remove the lug nuts, and then swap the spare tire 

for the flat. Read your owner’s manual for specifics; for 

example, some vehicles (like certain German cars) have 

lug bolts instead of lug nuts. If you’ve never changed a tire, 

it’s helpful to get hands-on instruction.

The natural next question becomes: What are your op-

tions if you can’t change the tire? 

Compressed Air
The first possibility is to refill your flat tire with air. There 

are many inexpensive air compressors on the market that 

you can plug into your 12-volt power source to reinflate 

your tire. There are also compressed air canisters you can 

use, ranging from tiny CO
2
 cartridges that can fill a smaller 

tire (or use several for larger tires) to larger portable com-

pressed air tanks that could fill large tires. In a worst-case 

Right: Hydraulic 

bottle jacks are 

compact and 

strong. However, 

their small bases 

compromise on 

stability and they 

might be too tall 

for low vehicles.

Bottom: A scis-

sor jack, shown 

at left , is likely 

what you'll fi nd 

provided by your 

car's manufac-

turer in the trunk. 

While working 

the crank is no 

fun and it also 

has a small base, 

these jacks are 

purely mechani-

cal, so they're a 

reliable choice for 

emergency use.
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Plugs
There are several options to plug a damaged tire. The U.S. 

Tire Manufacturers Association (USTMA) outlines criteria for 

fixing a flat. Their Product Service Bulletin titled “Puncture Re-

pair Procedures for Passenger and Light Truck Tires,” which 

includes a wall chart, shows the industry recommended 

puncture repair procedure. It basically advises that you can 

only repair holes up to ¼-inch diameter in the tread area of 

a tire (not the edge of the tread or sidewall). This standard 

should be adhered to under all normal circumstances. But 

you might not be in normal circumstances — you might be 

in an off -road, off -grid, life-and-death situation!

The best type of flat tire repair is a pull-through plug with 

an interior patch. These are installed from inside the tire 

and are the type of repairs performed at service stations. It 

involves reaming out the hole, putting a plug into the hole, 

using a vulcanizing compound (glue), and then putting a 

patch on the plug from the inside of the tire.

A simple external tire plug can be installed by the average 

person, with the tire still on the rim. First, through visual and 

physical inspection, locate where the tire is damaged. Once 

located, remove any debris, such as a screw or nail. Then, 

insert a probe tool, which is a rough file/rasp-type rod, into 

the hole that caused the flat to clean it out. Next, thread a 

repair plug onto the plug tool, which looks like a giant sewing 

needle. Spread a generous amount of rubber cement onto 

the plug and push the plug straight down into the hole, 

leaving about ½ to ¼ inch of the plug sticking out of the hole. 

Then, twist the plug tool and pull it out, leaving the plug in 

the hole. Allow the cement a few minutes to dry, and if the 

damage isn’t too severe, the hole should be plugged. This 

type of repair has been known to hold up for many years.

While it’s generally not recommended, if the tire is still 

leaking from that hole, you can try a second, third, or fourth 

plug. Additionally, the USTMA advises never to put a plug 

into a sidewall, and I wouldn’t advise it either — but I’ve seen 

it done on numerous ATV, UTV, tractor, and other off -road 

tires in an emergency. If you should ever need to do such a 

thing, drive no faster than a walking pace and only as far as 

you need to reach a place where a proper tire change can 

be done. Don’t drive at roadway speeds as there’s great risk 

of a catastrophic blowout with a sidewall repair.

There are plenty of generic tire plugs available, but plugs 

from Stop & Go International are a much better option. While 

they follow the same plug-the-hole concept as the others, 

these plugs off er significant advantages. First, they’re avail-

able in two diameters (5/16 and 7/16 inch), the larger of which 

is much bigger than a standard tire plug. Second, they’re 

contoured in a mushroom shape, the head of which forms 

a better seal inside the tire versus a standard plug. Third, to 

achieve a tight fit, they require some mechanical advantage 

via a screw-in applicator or a springloaded “gun” applicator.

Chemical Sealants
Some of you might say, “Why go through all that trouble; 

why don’t you just carry a can of Fix-a-Flat?” Well, that’s 

certainly an option, but historically one of the worst. Does 

it work? Sometimes. But before you put it to use, under-

stand its downsides. In 2016, the formulation was changed, 

but according to the Safety Data Sheet dated 10/15/2000, 

the chemical mix of the previous version of Fix-a-Flat was 

corrosive. If you've had a can or two of this stuff  sitting in 

your vehicle or garage for a while, it might be the older 

formula that can cause damage to your tire, and if left for 

an extended period of time, potentially corrode the wheel, 

too. And if you happen to have a tire pressure monitor-

ing system (TPMS), which was mandated for vehicles in 

the United States after fall 2007, there’s a good chance 

you’ll cause damage to this component as well. Fix-a-Flat 

is a very temporary fix and should be removed from the 

inside of your tire as soon as possible. It’ll require cleaning 

out the inside of the tire, and some shops will charge you 

extra. Even with the new formulation, Fix-a-Flat instructions 

specify you have three days or 100 miles to get your tire 

professionally repaired.

The chemical ingredients of the older Fix-a-Flat formula 

are tetrafluoroethane, heavy aromatic solvent naptha, 

Top left : There are 

many options to 

refi ll a tire, from 

compressed 

air to electric 

pumps to good 

old-fashioned 

elbow grease.

Bottom left : The 

most robust re-

pair method is to 

install a plug and 

patch from the 

inside. This will 

need to be done 

at a shop that can 

remove the tire 

from the wheel.
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amorphous polyolefin, aromatic resin, inert filler, and a 

trade secret emulsifier. The current chemical ingredients 

are Tetrafluoro-1-propene, glycerol, and cellulose. It’s a 

good idea to know which version you have.

You may have also heard of Slime tire sealant, a thick 

green goo that you can inject inside your tire to repair 

small holes or prevent the tire from going flat in the first 

place. The manufacturer claims that their product is TPMS-

safe, contains rust inhibitors to protect your rim, and is 

effective for up to two years. From personal experience, 

this stuff works very well, and I know people who have left 

Slime in their tires for many years. To use it, you’ll need to 

pull the core out of your valve stem using a special tool 

and inject the sealant inside your tire. It’s a simple process.

The chemical ingredients of Slime are glycerol, attapulg-

ite (binder), cellulose, and quartz.

TireJect tire sealant is similar to Slime; it’s a liquid that 

you inject into your tire through the valve stem and is 

said to be effective for two years. However, it’s a much 

thinner liquid and comes in two different versions. 

The automotive sealant will seal bead leaks and tread 

punctures up to ¼ inch, while remaining safe for tires, 

rims, and TPMS sensors. The off-road tire sealant will 

seal leaks up to 3/8 inch, including the sidewall and dry 

rot. This sealant is made with liquid rubber, active sealing 

particles, and aramid (Kevlar) fiber, but it’s not TPMS 

friendly. I tried this product on the dry-rotted tires of my 

lawn aerator, which would no longer hold air for more 

than a day or two. Thirty days after using TireJect, the 

dry-rotted tires are still holding air. Impressive.

The chemical ingredients of TireJect are propylene 

glycol and natural rubber latex.

While doing research, I found another product, FlatOut 

Multi Seal. I haven’t used it yet, but feel it deserves men-

tion. Like Slime and TireJect, this liquid is injected into your 

tire through the valve stem. The manufacturer claims their 

sealant is good for 10 years but is formulated for off-road 

vehicles only, as it can damage TPMS sensors. The Multi 

Seal Pro HD 2500 will plug holes up to ¾ inch, while the 

Multi Seal Armor 3500 will plug holes all the way up to 

a whopping 1¼ inches — that’s bullet hole territory. They 

have a video on their website showing them driving a 5/8-

inch steel rod into a tire and FlatOut Multi Seal plugging 

the hole in seconds.

The chemical ingredients of FlatOut Multi Seal are ap-

proximately 50-percent propylene glycol with the remaining 

proprietary components not at reportable concentrations.

Other Extreme Repairs
A friend was out on an ATV camping trip when he put 

a gash into the tire. It was too big to be repaired with 

DON’T FALL  
FLAT

Left and top right: 

You can use an 

external tire plug 

kit to repair a tire 

without remov-

ing it from the 

wheel. It involves 

removing the 

offending object, 

cleaning up the 

hole, then insert-

ing a repair plug 

and applying 

cement. It's wise 

to have a patch 

applied on the 

inside surface of 

the tire afterward 

to reduce the risk 

of leaks.

Damage to a tire's 

sidewall is usu-

ally catastrophic. 

Plugging a hole in 

the sidewall isn't 

advisable, but can 

be done as a tem-

porary measure 

in emergencies.
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conventional means, and he hadn’t brought a spare tire 

with him. Rather than attempting to drive the trail on a flat 

tire or hiking many miles out of the woods, he sewed the 

gash closed. Yes, you read that correctly. Using a heavy 

tarp repair needle and thread, he put a bunch of stitches 

into the gash to hold it closed, applied a patch inside the 

tire, and then coated it liberally, inside and out, with vulca-

nizing cement. It held, and he was able to drive out.

In some third-world countries, they still repair flats with 

a torch and bits of rubber that they melt back into the tire. 

It takes a skilled hand to do it well, but tons of tires have 

surely been repaired this way. There's also the old-school 

trick of re-seating a completely deflated tire by spraying it 

with a flammable aerosol such as starter fluid, then care-

fully igniting it. The resulting fireball can pop the tire bead 

back around the wheel, but we wouldn't recommend try-

ing this dangerous technique at home.

Conclusion
At the beginning of this article I mentioned having a 

flat tire on a mission, and that we had several options 

available to us to repair the flat in that situation. We 

could’ve patched the tire with a plug or worm, but it 

would’ve taken a little while to locate the exact cause 

of the leak and make the repair. We 

could’ve changed the tire, except 

we didn’t carry a spare tire on board 

any of our UTVs. 

We could’ve dismounted the tire 

and put a new inner tube into the ex-

isting tire, but that would’ve required 

finding a lug wrench, jacking up the 

vehicle, and then replacing the tube. 

Well, we did have a spare inner tube, but we realized we 

didn’t have the lug wrench with us, and we didn’t have a 

jack, so this type of repair would take some improvising 

and a fair amount of time. We might’ve been able to take 

a good tire/rim from one of the ATVs and mount it on the 

UTV temporarily, but, again, we didn’t have the lug wrench 

or jack with us. 

In the end, we first set in motion our Plan B. We sent 

two of the four vehicles we had to retrieve the spare tire, 

jack, and lug wrench from our staging point along the 

paved road. As our Plan A, we went with the fastest and 

easiest short-term fix — we used the small air compressor 

we had on hand to add air to the tire. We had to fill it sev-

eral times along the way, but it gave us several minutes 

of drive time between fillings. This was enough to get our 

subject to the ambulance waiting along the paved road. 

Admittedly, the process would’ve gone a lot faster if we’d 

had a couple more tools with us. But what we did have — 

a layered mission support plan and knowledge of multiple 

alternatives — allowed us to find a solution that worked for 

us in the moment. Knowledge is power, and being knowl-

edgeable about what tools are available to repair dam-

aged tires can go a long way to keep you rolling down 

whatever roads you choose to travel. 

Left : Slime's tire 

sealant, which 

you inject into 

your tire to seal a 

puncture, along 

with more tradi-

tional repair kits.

Right: High-lift  

jacks are par-

ticularly useful 

off -road with 

high-clearance 

vehicles. They 

have a wide 

range of ar-

ticulation, and in 

addition to lift ing 

they can push, 

pull, winch, and 

clamp.





Part Two: 

The Ka-Bar Knife

By Mike Searson C
ertain knives we associate with cultures, 

such as the Filipino balisong or the Japa-

nese tanto; other knives we associate with 

professions, like a surgeon’s scalpel or a 

butcher’s knife. There’s one knife we associ-

ate with the U.S. Marine Corps, a branch of the military 

where culture and profession intersect, and that knife is 

the Ka-Bar. If a Marine is on active duty, there’s a good 

chance he has one lashed to his kit or on his belt. If a 

Marine is no longer in service, he almost certainly has at 

least one squirreled away somewhere.

Although the Marines aren’t the only branch of 

the U.S. military to use this knife, people as-

sociate the Ka-Bar with the Marine Corps, 

and when people are looking for 

a good survival-type knife, it’s 

their Marine friends they usu-

ally look to for endorsement.

Origin of the Name
As with anything that people don’t understand 

completely, there are myths surrounding the Ka-Bar 

knife. One of the earliest we heard was that it was 

military shorthand for a bayonet used for the Browning 

Automatic Rifle (BAR). That old sea story holds that it 
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Howard E. America, were tasked with finding a 

modern and eff ective fighting knife and asked 

several military knife and tool manufacturers to 

submit designs for the war eff ort.

The off icers eliminated quite a few designs 

and decided the U.S. Navy Mark 1 utility knife 

would make a good starting point, with ele-

ments adopted from common hunting and 

utility knives from the era. One manufacturer 

seemed to be more responsive or easier to work 

with than the rest: Union Cutlery.

stood for “Knife Attachment, Browning Automatic Rifle,” 

hence KA-BAR. Despite there being no way to directly 

attach a Ka-Bar knife to a BAR, this legend pops up from 

time to time and people believe it.

The KA-BAR trademark can be traced back to one 

of the first manufacturers of the Ka-Bar: Union Cutlery. 

According to company records, in 1923, the company 

received a letter purportedly from a fur trapper who had 

used a Union Cutlery knife to kill a wounded bear that 

attacked the trapper. 

Apparently, poor handwriting combined with poorer 

spelling made the letter barely legible. The phrase “K 

a Bar” could be read, as fragments of the phrase “kill a 

bear.” Someone higher up on the chain of command liked 

it and decided that Union Cutlery should use Ka-Bar as 

its trademark. It soon began appearing as a stamp on all 

the company’s knives. 

Enter the USMC
After the outbreak of World War II, the Marine Corps 

found itself in need of a better knife. Knives throughout the 

Corps reflected knuckle-guard-equipped trench daggers 

from World War I, the U.S. Navy Mark 1 utility knife, various 

machetes, and the Raider stiletto.

Two Marine off icers, Colonel John M. Davis and Major 

Even 80 years 

aft er their fi rst is-

sue, some Ka-Bar 

knives are still 

getting the job 

done in the fi eld.



be a hit with the sailors working alongside the Marines 

as well, so the Navy adopted it as a diving/utility knife 

known as the U.S. Navy Utility Knife, Mark 2. This bit of 

interservice rivalry caused the Marine Corps to rename 

the M1219C2 as the USMC Mark 2 Combat Knife. Other 

records of the time reflect the official USMC name as 

“Knife, Fighting Utility.”

As the Marine Corps falls under the much larger 

Department of the Navy, most World War II -era knives 

are marked “USN Mark 2,” regardless of where they 

ended up. Although initial shipments went to the in-

fantry first , by 1944 every Marine who needed or even 

wanted a knife had one, and manufacturers made 

them by the thousands.

Camillus Cutlery has produced over 1 million Ka-

Bar knives. Other manufacturers during World War II 

included Robeson Cutlery and, of course, the Union 

Cutlery. For some reason, the big Ka-Bar lettering on 

the ricasso (flat of the blade near the handle) of the 

Union Cutlery-made knives made an impression on 

the Marines. By 1944, all Marines were referring to their 

USMC Mark 2 Combat Knives as simply “Ka-Bars.”

This didn’t go unnoticed, and in 1952, Union Cutlery 

formally rebranded as Ka-Bar Cutlery.

Right: They may 

diff er cosmeti-

cally between 

original and 

current manu-

facture, but the 

materials remain 

mostly the same 

along with the 

Ka-Bar’s form and 

function.

Union Cutlery lengthened and widened the blade 

while using a thicker bar of steel from which to grind. 

The famous “blood groove” was adopted to lighten the 

blade, and a stacked handle made of leather washers was 

selected to improve the grip. In keeping with Mil-spec 

metal treatments, the blade, pommel, and steel cross 

guard were Parkerized as opposed to being polished. 

Lastly, the profile of the blade was changed to a clip point 

as featured on the American Bowie knife (refer to Part 

One of our knife history series in Issue 37 for an overview 

of this iconic tool).

Davis and America felt they had their knife and put it to 

the test. While it passed with flying colors, they ran into 

a problem purchasing the knife, so they had to escalate 

to the commandant of the Marine Corps, Lt. General 

Thomas Holcomb. The commandant overrode the quar-

termaster’s decision, and the Marine Corps officially ap-

proved the knife on November 23, 1942, as the M1219C2. 

It would be manufactured by several different suppliers 

in subsequent years.

Instant Appeal
Marines received their first shipment of knives from 

Camillus Cutlery on January 27, 1943. It turned out to 
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Below: The Ka-

Bar knife was a 

much-needed 

replacement to 

the dagger-like 

blades of the 

V-42 stiletto and 

the M1917 trench 

knife.

The Postwar Ka-Bar
As a generation of veterans mustered out of service, 

they took their Ka-Bars home with them because they 

were solid working knives. Footage from the war and 

the popularity of war movies showed the Ka-Bar to 

those who didn’t serve, and when people wanted a 

hunting or camping knife, they often went with a Ka-

Bar as a result of these influences.

As the decades passed, the U.S. military kept the Ka-

Bar in service. Camillus Cutlery was still their number-

one supplier, followed by Utica Cutlery, and, after the 

Vietnam War, Ontario Knife. These companies and a 

few others like W.R. Case made the same knives for the 

civilian market, too. 

The Ka-Bar as a Survival Knife
For the price of $70 to $100, a good Ka-Bar knife is 

tough to beat for an all-purpose field knife. There’s a 

licensed version made in China for a lot less, but stick 

with a U.S.-made version for better quality steel and 

other materials.

There are higher-end versions of the Ka-Bar design 

that have used D2 tool steel in the blade. Some have 

been made with synthetic handles as a modern revi-

sion to the traditional stacked leather washer handle. 

A number of custom knife makers have even used the 

pattern to make a more decorative style, incorporat-

ing Damascus steel or even super steels like S30V or 

BG-42. 

Despite the numerous offshoots on the market, we 

still think that the original Mil-spec varieties make for a 

good all-purpose field knife.

With a proper edge, it can be used to skin game. It ’s 

tough enough for most bushcraft chores like splitting 

kindling or fashioning wooden stakes. If you find your-

self without a hammer or mallet, the butt can be used 

to pound tent stakes while the blade is sheathed 

for safety. 

Lastly, it makes for an effective fighting 

knife and weapon. One of the earliest ex-

amples was used to kill a bear, and a number 

of historical military stories list the knife as be-

ing used effectively as a weapon, not just from 

WWII through Vietnam, but as recently as a few 

years ago …

Legacy of the Ka-Bar
In the Battle of Fallujah, then 1st Sgt. Bradley Kasal 

found himself down to hand-to-hand combat to protect 

his junior Marines. Kasal fought his way through a 

house with a Beretta M9 pistol in one hand and his Ka-

Bar knife in the other.

ICONIC SURVIVAL 
KNIFE DESIGNS
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ICONIC SURVIVAL 
KNIFE DESIGNS

As he was being medevaced from the building, 
Kasal’s Beretta was still clearly visible in one 

hand and his Ka-Bar knife in the other.

Kasal, who was with 3rd Battalion, 1st Marines, 

received the Navy Cross for his actions that day. The 

citation reads that on November 13, 2004, he was as-

sisting a combined anti-armor platoon and saw gunfire 

break out in front of him, and then Marines run out of 

a building. When Kasal found out that insurgents had 

pinned Marines in their position inside the house, he 

and others fought their way inside. In the process, Kasal 

was wounded in the legs, and when an insurgent threw 

a grenade, Kasal rolled onto another Marine to shield 

him from the blast. He later refused medical attention 

until others were cared for, and he rallied Marines as 

they cleared the house.

As he was being medevaced from the building, a 

photographer snapped an iconic photo of him being 

helped out of the “Hell House” by two Marines. Kasal’s 

Beretta was still clearly visible in one hand and his 

Ka-Bar knife in the other. In 2014, that photo was used 

as the basis for two bronze statues called “No Man 

Left Behind.” These statues can be found today at the 

Wounded Warrior Battalions at Camp Lejeune, North 

Carolina, and Camp Pendleton, California.

We’re almost 20 years short of celebrating the 100th 

anniversary of the Ka-Bar knife, and moments like that 

day in Fallujah will ensure the knife is still serving some-

where around the world another 100 years from now.

As simple and plain as it may look, the Ka-Bar is clear-

ly no ordinary knife. 

"No Man Left  

Behind" statue at 

Camp Pendleton, 

California. Photos 

provided by 

Cameron and 

Brittany Carden. 
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AVAILABLE @ 

PRESENTED BY:

Let’s face it … conventional media out-

lets are banning the kind of information 

freedom-loving Americans have enjoyed 

for years. That’s why we’ve stepped up 

to the plate and created a resource for 

everything firearms — RECOILtv. Just as 

RECOIL magazine made a name for itself 

giving you the no-holds-barred insight on 

firearms, we’re bringing that same trusted 

expertise to video. From testing the latest 

guns, giving in-depth product reviews and 

expert tutorials, showing you some top-

notch vehicles, user-generated content, 

and lots more, RECOILtv is the premier 

authority for the content you want and 

deserve. As the world of political correct-

ness slowly censors current online infor-

mational choices out of existence, RE-

COILtv will be there to give you the scoop 

on what you can’t find anywhere else. 

RECOILWEB.COM
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I
f you’re considering including an air rifle in your SHTF 

kit, or are just looking for a reasonably priced, self-con-

tained airgun to handle pests and vermin around the 

farm or homestead, perhaps this review will make your 

search a bit easier.

Break-barrel air rifles, or “springers,” lend themselves admira-

bly to survival because the powerplant of a spring or gas-ram 

is built-in. This means that no additional accoutrements, other 

than pellets, are required to put the gun into operation. As with 

anything, there are pros and cons to these types of airguns for 

any intended purpose. Pros include sustainability, low cost to 

purchase and operate, low maintenance, and power. 

Cons associated with springers include weight (they tend 

to be heavy), noise (they can be loud due to the power levels 

reached), steep learning curve (the “artillery hold” method 

is necessary to obtain best accuracy potential), and the fact 

that they can be finicky when it comes to the ammo they 

shoot best. 

Comparing the SIG Sauer ASP20 and 

Benjamin Vaporizer Pellet Rifles in .22 Caliber

AIRGUA
SHOWDOWNS
By Gordon D. Smith
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So, for a bug-out scenario, some practice and testing of 

various pellets is mandatory to ensure you’ve got a viable 

survival tool. However, once that’s out of the way, you’ll 

have a self-contained lead-launcher with a supply of inex-

pensive and readily available ammunition that happens 

to have a long shelf life. Unlike most traditional firearms, it 

can be used to obtain small game without a huge sound 

signature and no smoke, spent brass, or other telltale 

signs of your presence.

The Basics
These two air rifles operate the same way — that is, 

after the safety is applied, the barrel is tapped on top 

near the muzzle to “break” it downward and then con-

tinue pulling the barrel in a downward arc to cock the 

powerplant. (Be careful to keep fingers out of the trigger 

guard and don’t let go of the barrel before the sear has 

engaged — the barrel could violently slam shut.) A pellet 

is inserted into the breech and the barrel is closed, ready-

ing the rifle for firing. In this case, both air rifles utilize 

gas ram technology similar to the gas struts you may be 

used to — for example, the arms that hold up the hood of 

your vehicle or back window of your camper shell. 

This tech has been prevalent in airguns for a few 

years and offers improvements over the coiled-spring 

mechanisms still found in some airguns by eliminating 

“spring slap,” which makes the guns noisier and the firing 

sequence less smooth. Additionally, springers with gas 

rams are less susceptible to temperature fluctuations and 

can be left cocked for a period of time without serious 

consequences. Old-style spring-powered airguns should 

not be left cocked, since the spring will take a “set” in a 

fairly short period of time and render the airgun practi-

cally useless and in need of repair. These types of airguns 

also require a break-in period, usually about 100 shots, in 

order to become consistent and settle down. 

Far from the 

low-power 

airguns you may 

have grown up 

with, these two 

models require 

a fair amount of 

cocking force to 

prepare them for 

fi ring.

The Benjamin 

Vaporizer is a 

handsome rifl e, 

with contrasting 

inserts and a sleek 

barrel shroud/

moderator.
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AIRGUN 
SHOWDOWN

Side by Side
Both airguns were single-shot models in .22 caliber 

with ambidextrous stocks sporting thick rubber buttpads. 

Both utilize gas ram (aka piston) powerplants and were 

scoped with their respective company’s telescopic sights 

— Whiskey3ASP 4-12x44mm with Adjustable Objective on 

the ASP20; CenterPoint 3-9x40 with Adjustable Objective 

bell on the Vaporizer. Both feature sound moderators 

on the muzzles. Neither has an automatic safety that 

engages upon cocking the rifle. Both are equipped with 

two-stage adjustable trigger units, and both guns’ trig-

gers are made of plastic. Both offer Picatinny rail sections 

for mounting of optics. Lastly, both are full-length rifles. 

That’s where the similarities end.

What Makes ’Em Tick?
SIG points out that the ASP20 (short for Advanced 

Sport Pellet) was purpose-designed and built in the USA. 

When they made the decision to enter the airgun market, 

they utilized engineers from their firearms division to 

make it happen. SIG engineering and materials knowhow 

was used to create an all-American product. Of course, 

that kind of R&D associated with a name brand such as 

SIG translates to an air rifle that pushes the cost needle 

northward when it comes to break-barrels on the market 

— not to say it isn’t worth it.

The wood stock, while a bit slippery feeling, is extremely 

well-finished and has laser stippling in all the right places 

for grip. The SIG logos are crisp and tastefully done and 

the overall design has a European vibe, very much like 

you’d find on SIG firearms. Also, for the price you get 

the benefit of new technologies such as the proprietary 

breech-locking system. Designed with tapered wings on 

both sides of the barrel, it produces a keystone wedge 

solid lockup each time the barrel is closed. Plus, the 

barrel and receiver assembly are drilled together for the 

pivot pin rather than two separate pieces mated together 

later on, further increasing the accuracy of the rifle. 

The cocking eff ort has been reduced with SIG’s propri-

etary GlideLight mechanism, giving magnum power for 

around 33 pounds of cocking force when normally 40 or 

50 pounds of force would be required. The metal is well-

finished in matte black Nitron, the same finish they apply 

to their firearms. The sliding safety is accessible on both 

sides of the stock for easy ambidextrous manipulation with 

the trigger finger. Speaking of triggers, this MatchLite has a 

flat trigger blade, popular these days on long-range preci-

sion rifles. The factory settings are considered optimized 

by SIG, but are user-adjustable with the included tools. 

The Benjamin Vaporizer is synthetic-stocked only, with 

soft touch inserts at the gripping surfaces and a molded-

in cheekpiece. The finish is good with no sharp edges or 

flashing needing to be trimmed. The metal receiver was 

well-finished in a black satin. The steel barrel has a poly-

mer overlay ending in the polymer SBD (Silencing Barrel 

Device) giving an overall futuristic look to the Vaporizer. 

Driven by Crosman’s Nitro Piston Elite second generation 

of gas piston, it can be considered to be in the magnum 

Vaporizer 

stylish trigger 

guard and 

pistol grip soft  

rubber inserts

Closeup of 

Vaporizer barrel 

latch detent

Benjamin 

Vaporizer

LENGTH

46.5 inches

WEIGHT

8.7 pounds

CALIBER

.22

STOCK

Synthetic

SIGHTS

CenterPoint 

3-9x40 AO scope 

plus open sights

MSRP

$260

URL

www.crosman.com



Cocking wasn’t diff icult with either rifle, although it 

wouldn’t be recommended to start young shooters with 

powerful springers like these. Cocking does take eff ort, and 

there’s some recoil that the rubber buttpad doesn’t mitigate. 

A shooter may tire quickly if shooting for any length of time. 

Plus, while both rifles are equipped with permanently aff ixed 

suppression technology, neither would be considered “back-

yard friendly” unless you have a pretty big backyard. 

While you won’t necessarily need ear protection with 

these airguns, it’s not a bad idea. Out of the box, the trigger 

pull on the ASP20 MatchLite trigger averaged 3 pounds, 

2.8 ounces. The Vaporizer’s trigger averaged 6 pounds, 1.5 

ounces. Typically, since these are loaners, the triggers are 

left as they come from the factory, but they’re adjustable 

for both pull length and weight.

The accompanying table shows velocity (fps), foot-

pounds of energy (fpe), and grouping with various pellets. 

Pros
 Both airguns come with a five-year warranty, which 

shows the commitment to quality that these manufac-

turers are making. 

 Both have nicely finished metal and good fit to stock, 

with the ASP20 having the edge in this category. 

 The ASP20 is entirely made in the USA.

The Danger of Dry-Fire
Never fire your break-barrel air rifle without a pellet in the chamber! Dry-

firing can permanently damage these types of airguns. Additionally, don’t 

put your favorite firearm scope on one of these babies, because they gen-

erate a unique recoil impulse that’s both backward and forward each time 

the gun is fired. This can destroy scopes that aren’t designed to handle it.

class as well. The safety is mounted inside the trigger guard 

and easily manipulated with the trigger finger without hav-

ing to adjust the shooting hand position. Besides includ-

ing the optic with the rifle, there’s a front and rear sight, 

which aren’t always standard on modern air rifles anymore. 

They’re plastic, but the rear sight is adjustable for windage 

and elevation. Additionally, sling attachments come stan-

dard on the Vaporizer. Its point of origin is China.

But Wait … There’s More
How did they shake out when slinging lead downrange? 

Keep in mind that the ASP20 was SIG Sauer’s first foray 

into the break-barrel airgun realm. Crosman/Benjamin, on 

the other hand, has experience in making airguns since 

the 1890s. Although most were CO
2
 or multi-pump mod-

els, they’ve been producing break-barrels for a long time.

The SIG 

ASP20 with its 

accompanying 

SIG Whiskey3 

scope designed 

for break-

barrel air rifl es 

is a dynamic 

combination. 
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 The Whiskey3 is an excellent scope to go with the 

ASP20 (sold separately or as part of a kit) and provides 

a pellet drop compensating elevation turret. 

 The Vaporizer includes a decent CenterPoint scope 

in the MSRP and has extras like open sights and sling 

attachment points. In the past, cheap scopes were 

thrown in to entice the buyer while allowing the manu-

facturer to remain at a competitive price point. Now 

good-quality scopes have come down in price so that 

very serviceable models can be included with some air 

rifles on the market and still be competitive. 

Cons
 Use of plastic triggers

 Thicker or spongier buttpads are in order if using these 

air rifles over a long shooting session.

 ASP20 has a solid, nicely styled stock that’s comfort-

able. My concern was the slickness of it, except where 

laser etching was done on the pistol grip and forend. 

If hunting in a wet environment, the ability to attach a 

sling would be important.

Bottom Line
Both of these rifles are also available in a .177 model. 

These airguns are relatively inexpensive and easy to use, 

operate, and maintain. They provide plenty of power as 

critter-getters and do so with relative quietness — more 

so than firearms. Either would be a good choice should 

you need to bug out in a SHTF scenario, depending on 

your potential quarry and the power level needed. The 

wise prepper would give due consideration to including 

at least one of these in their kit or bug-out bag. 

Pellet ASP20 Vaporizer

FPS AVG ENERGY (FT-LB) GROUPING FPS AVG. ENERGY (FT-LB) GROUPING

SIG Crux domed, 14.9 grains 7 72.2 19.73 Excellent 679.6 15.28 Average

H& N Field Target Trophy, 14.66 grains 764 .5 19.03 Good 67 1.8 14 .7 Average

Crosman Premium Hunting pointed, 14.35 grains 727.5 16.87 Good 679.5 14 .72 Good

RWS Superpoint Ex tra pointed, 14.5 grains 74 2.4 17.75 Excellent 673.8 14 .62 Excellent

H& N Baracuda Hunter hollow point, 18.21 grains 7 19.3 20.93 Good 608.7 14 .99 Average

Crosman Premier Gold Tipped, 17.4 grains 686.0 18.19 Good 607.9 14 .28 Good

SIG Sauer

ASP20

LENGTH

45.6 inches

WEIGHT

9.7 pounds

CALIBER

.22

STOCK

Wood or synthetic

SIGHTS

None 

(unless purchased 

as kit w/scope)

MSRP

$400 synthetic; 

$490 wood 

(w/Whiskey3 scope: 

$580; $670)

URL

www.sigsauer.com
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An Overview of “Line Gear” 
and Layered Preparedness
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T
here’s discussion ad nauseum in preparedness 

circles about redundancy and layering. Like many 

survival concepts, grand-scale guidance is dis-

tilled down to a catchphrase that’s then so beat-

to-death that people lose track of what it actually 

means. One of our favorites is “two is one, one is none.” It makes 

sense on the surface, but gets tossed around so much in forums 

and discussions that it becomes its own form of radio static. So, 

we thought we’d go down to brass tacks and talk about exactly 

why layering is important and how to do it. As always, what we 

present here is one way — not the only way. And, as a concept, 

layering is scalable to your own readiness needs. We’ll provide 

some specific examples as a handrail for you. But the specific 

layers you create should be tailored to your daily routine and 

the contingencies you feel are most important to prep for. 

One of the best layering strategies we’ve come across is 

known as the “Line Gear” concept. We can’t verify for certain 

who coined the term or how exactly it started. We got it from an 

Army Special Forces veteran, and the anecdotal stories we’ve 

heard go something like this … 

During the Vietnam War, U.S. Special Operations Forces adopt-

ed a methodology of using small, highly trained reconnaissance 

patrols to search the jungle for enemy forces and activity. These 

tiny teams, sometimes only four or six men strong, were able to 

move quietly and collect information about enemy movements. 

Many times, these teams would wind up in direct combat with 

forces vastly larger in size and firepower. In such cases, escape 

and evasion was the only effective way to survive the encounter. 

The ability to break away from a pursuing enemy and melt into 

the jungle became vital. In some cases, this meant shedding 

heavy rucksacks or jangling equipment vests to move faster and 

make less noise. But in the heat of the fight, it can be difficult 

to decide exactly what equipment to jettison and what to keep 

with you no matter what. So, the idea of organizing your gear 

into “lines,” based on importance and where you store it in your 

load-out, became a simple and effective way to avoid rationing 

or decision-making on the fly while under fire. With some inter-

pretation on our part, the basic concept broke down as follows:

First Line Gear was essential survival gear. This stuff was kept 

on your body — perhaps on your trouser belt or stuffed in your 

pockets — and was considered the bare minimum for success-

ful escape, evasion, and survival. Nuts-and-bolts necessities like 

a compass, map, waterproof matches, emergency signaling 

devices, and some basic first-aid items were in this category. 

Second Line Gear was what you needed to do your immediate 

job. In the case of a small jungle recon team, this was what they 

needed to shoot, move, and communicate — things like primary 

weapons, ammunition, grenades, and radios. These items nor-

mally go on a soldier’s load bearing vest, chest rig, or plate carrier. 

Third Line Gear provided long-term sustainment and com-

fort. Spare batteries, extra socks, rations, shelter half, Claymore 

mines, and anything needed for a 72-hour patrol were kept in a 

pack or rucksack for retrieval as needed. 

The above lists are by no means comprehensive — they’re 

generic examples of how to organize and classify your overall 

load by necessity. In the jungle war context, packing your equip-

ment in this philosophy bears out that, if falling back under fire, 

the long-term-use gear in your rucksack could be dropped on 

the run to gain speed and reduce noise while still leaving you 

with the necessary equipment to fight the enemy and pro-

vide for basic survival needs. If, for some reason, you became 

separated from your weapon and fighting equipment, the items 

in your pockets and on your belt could still allow you to live 

long enough to return to friendly lines or be picked up under 

in-extremis circumstances.

Thankfully, very few of us will ever have to worry about 

sacrificing large amounts of equipment to evade an enemy 

force in direct pursuit. But this concept can still be adapted to 

help us better organize our EDC and bug-out bags in a succinct, 

prioritized manner. Odds are most of us do this already, to some 

extent. The idea of walking in and out of work every day with a 

rolling duffel bag of survival equipment is unrealistic. The things 

we deem essential to have at all times become our EDC, and 

everything else gets stashed or staged elsewhere for use as the 

situation dictates. What we like most about this method is that it 

forces us to sit down and truly assess what’s important to have 

on us, right now, for immediate use, versus what can be packed, 

stowed, or stashed for retrieval if and when needed. 

The approach is highly scalable and can be made your own, 

depending on what your routine requires. For soldiers deployed 

overseas, their rifle and body armor with attached ammunition 

pouches would be Second Line gear, as it’s required to do their 

primary job. But for a prepared citizen, these same items would 

likely be relegated to Third Line since, especially in an urban 

setting, they’re less likely to be used and more likely to be left 

behind if the immediate situation doesn’t include contested 

gunfights at distance. (Contrast this with a defensive handgun 

that, for many, might be considered First Line Gear to be carried 

daily.) What follows are some examples we’ve put together to 

best illustrate the ideas, and to give you some inspiration to “line 

up” your own gear.

EXAMPLE #1: “THE URBANITE”
First Line: On-Body Carry (EDC)

Carbon Tactics Badger Strap Belt

The Badger Strap’s double thickness makes it ideal for sup-

porting holsters and holding up pants laden with the rest of the 

carry loadout.
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SureFire G2X LE Flashlight with Thyrm 

“Switchback” Ring

The SureFire G2X series is lightweight and inexpensive, 

while still bringing 500 lumens to bear with a click of the 

tailcap. Adding the Thyrm Switchback ring provides both 

a pocket clip and a highly intuitive way to use the light 

while maintaining a two-hand grip on a pistol, if need be. 

The “LE” variant offers two outputs: 60 lumens and 500 

lumens, but always offers 500 on the first button push. 

If you want to step down to 60 lumens for admin tasks, 

double tap the clicky tailcap. No programming, no extra 

switching, no twist-for-this, push-for-that. 

Zero Tolerance 0566

The Zero Tolerance name is synonymous with hard 

use and high performance. Their now-discontinued 0566 

line provides a slimmer, more discreet EDC option over 

some of their other offerings. (Pictured above is my previ-

ous EDC knife, a well-worn Emerson CQC-7BT.)

Casio G-Shock Watch

The G-Shock watch is bombproof and easy to oper-

ate, no stranger to hard-use environments like war zone 

deployments. (This particular watch has been to Afghani-

stan a dozen times.) In addition to the quick-reference 

navigation aid of the Suunto Clipper compass, the 

Gearward A-K (Anti-Kidnapping) band allows you to carry 

some sneaky escape tools like a nonmetallic handcuff 

key and ceramic razor blade.

LAS Concealment Ronin 3.0

A lot of holsters come across our desks. But the 

Ronin 3.0 from LAS Concealment has quickly become 

one of our favorites. It includes both holster and spare 

mag carrier, joined together by a length of elastic cord. 

This gives the rig a degree of flexibility that allows it to 

move with your body without the shifting, tilting, and 

sliding we experience when running an IWB mag pouch 

that’s entirely separate from the holster. 

JB Knife Ditch Pik

A concealed, dedicated defensive fixed blade is 

typically faster and easier to bring to bear in a fight, 

versus having to pocket-draw and open a similar-sized 

folder. There are some excellent boutique knife makers 

specializing in sharp things for street fights. One of our 

favorites is the Ditch Pik from JB Knife & Tool in col-

laboration with our friend and colleague Ed Calderon. 

It ’s available in a number of different configurations. 

This one has G10 scales and a full-length double-edged 

blade. We tested this knife thoroughly in Ed’s own 

Organic Medium Entry class — see “Sharp Edges and 

Dirty Tricks” in Issue 36 for more on that class — and 

found that it performed excellently, including stabbing 

through a standard-issue soft body armor vest without 

so much as slowing down. Depending on the circum-

stances, we carry our Ditch Pik instead of, or in con-

junction with, our Glock 19.

LTC Pocket IFAK

The Live the Creed pocket IFAK is a drop-it-in-your-

pocket way to carry some basic trauma supplies like 

gloves, anti-clotting agent, and chest seals.

“Scapular” E&E Necklace

This unassuming piece of jewelry came to us by way 

of a somewhat cryptic Instagram user known as 

@whoiscitizene. We got in touch with “E” through 

RECOIL OFFGRID alum William Echo. The necklaces 

are based heavily on the teachings of Ed Calderon. 

The Scapular consists of a Kevlar cord held together 

by small magnets, instead of a clasp. On the end of the 

Kevlar line is a small square pocket made of felt, adorned 

with Calderon’s signature “Sneak Reaper” totem. The 

felt pocket is small, so whatever you keep in it must be 

micro-sized. Luckily, there are a number of companies 

producing specialty SERE tools with incredibly reduced 

footprints. We chose a handcuff shim and an ITS Tactical 

OSS Tool. The latter is a set that consists of a pint-sized 

tension wrench and several styles of lockpicking rakes 

on a small swivel bearing, allowing them to be fanned 

out like a poker hand without having to detach the indi-

Above: When 

all laid out for 

this photo, we 

realized just 

how much gear 

it's possible to 

carry com-

fortably and 

concealed in a 

well-broken-in 

pair of jeans 

and a loose 

T-shirt.



vidual tools to use them. The Scapular also has teeny-

tiny elastic loops, which hold the smallest chemlight 

we’ve ever seen. Locked in a dark trunk or the back of a 

windowless panel van? Crack the chemlight, and you’ll 

have just enough light to see, access, and use your tools. 

Tuff Writer Carabiner

We’ve featured several Tuff Writer products before. 

Their Carabiner holds not only our keys, but a couple 

of other handy tools: namely the Carbon Tactics TiSlice 

box cutter and the Gearward Ranger BIC lighter car-

rier. The Ranger BIC sleeve provides a watertight seal 

around the head of a mini BIC lighter, and the bike tire 

inner tube it ’s made out of can be cut up (with the TiS-

lice!) and used as rainproof tinder. 

This is a comprehensive First Line that includes an 

array of vital survival tools without forcing you to wear 

cargo pants, a fishing vest, and a fanny pack every-

where you go. This setup gives you the ability to: 

 Defend yourself with force

 Handle small-to-medium cutting chores

 Make fire

 Escape restraints

 Treat traumatic wounds

 Dead reckon without electronics by tracking time 

and direction

Below: The 

Greyman 

Tactical Rigid 

Insert Panel has 

proven to be an 

excellent way 

to organize gear 

inside a pack. As 

an added bonus, 

if we want to use 

our 5.11 AMP 12 

as carry-on lug-

gage we simply 

remove the 

panel and store 

it while we're 

gone. Or pack it 

in our checked 

bag for use 

when we land. 
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… all with items that are worn or carried in pockets. 

With this EDC, if you had no other equipment or gear 

besides the clothes on your back and the contents of 

your pockets, you could still fulfill many of your basic 

survival needs — at least for a short-duration — through a 

spectrum of situations from a roadside breakdown to an 

active shooter. This is the essence of First Line Gear.

Second Line: 5.11 AMP 12 Backpack with Greyman 

Tactical Rigid Insert Panel

Laptop computer and charging cord

Basic first-aid supplies (Band-Aids, Ibuprofen,

antihistamines, etc.)

Passport

Thumb drive (with tie-on glow sprinkles cube from

@whoiscitizene)

Full-size compass

Tactical Combat Casualty Care quick reference guide

Tactical pen

North American Rescue IFAK trauma kit

The NAR trauma kit provides redundancy to the LTC 

pocket IFAK, plus a C-A-T tourniquet. 

G-Code OSH holster on RTI mounting panel

G-Code is a top-notch purveyor of Kydex and nylon 

tactical gear. We’ve been duly impressed with everything 

we’ve seen from them. But, in particular, we like the RTI 

mounting system in this particular setup. The RTI “wheel” 

is a circular mounting disc that accepts the three-pronged 

triangular backing plate that the company attaches to the 



back of its holsters. Once mounted, the wheel has a lock-

ing mechanism that keeps the holster in place. Conversely, 

the RTI wheel can be unlocked, and the holster can be 

taken out of the pack and mounted onto any other piece 

of kit with another mounting wheel. For my daily grind 

as your Editor, I typically work from home or well-known 

local nooks like coff ee shops and cigar lounges. In these 

environments, I don’t typically find it necessary to have my 

gun on my person, but always have this bag in arm’s reach 

when settled in behind my laptop. For unfamiliar environ-

ments and trips to more exciting locales, I switch to my 

LAS Concealment Ronin 3.0 holster (see above) to keep 

my weapon on me as needed.

Glock 19 with SureFire X300 Ultra and Holosun 

508T optic

This Glock has a whole slew of performance-

enhancing features, from the ported barrel/windowed 

slide combo by Southwest Precision Arms to the So-

noran Defense laser-stippled frame, KE Arms magwell, 

and Johnny Custom Glocks trigger. It’s loaded with 

Hornady’s 135-grain Critical Duty ammunition and 

equipped with a SureFire X300 Ultra weapon light for 

things that go sideways after sundown. 

G-Code Scorpion Softshell Mag Pouch with 

Spare Magazine 

G-Code Scorpion Softshell Mag Pouch with Leatherman 

F4 Free Multi-Tool 

The Leatherman Free series offers some additional 

capabilities above and beyond the pocket knife. 

5.11 Mini Operator Ax

5.11’s Operator Ax was designed with input from former 

Special Forces operator and Viking Tactics owner Kyle 

Lamb. This is a shrunk-down version we were able to fit 

inside the AMP 12. The small hatchet blade and hammer 

on the reverse side offers limited ability for emergency 

breaching — whether trying to get into a wrecked car to 

help a trapped motorist or breaking through a door or 

window to escape a building fire. 

Sport Smoke Sportsman

Smoke Grenade

Having the ability to signal for help is vital. Patrick 

McCarthy discussed the importance of this capability in 

his visual signals Pocket Preps column in Issue 37. We 

like the Sport Smoke grenade by Superior Signals for its 

emergency-ready design. These models are wax-sealed 

and have an advertised shelf life of five years, so you can 

pack ’em and forget ’em for a while without worrying 

about the smoke-producing agent degrading over time. 

When needed, simply peel off the wax cap and pull the 

ring ignitor. At only $12.50 per unit, they’re a low-cost, 

long-lasting addition to any emergency kit. 

Elastic Loop Velcro Panel with Mini Chemlights

As with smoke, keeping a couple spare chemlights in 

your pack is a great option to signal for help, read maps, 

or light your way when trying to conserve flashlight bat-

teries — or when your batteries have already faltered. 

Cobra Cuffs Flex Restraints

While we don’t plan to detain anyone with flex cuffs 

any time soon, these are all-around useful accessories to 

have that can be pressed into service for multiple other 

uses. Two examples: They can be used to hold double 

doors closed if sheltering 

in place from an active 

shooter, and they can 

also be used to construct 

splints to immobilize in-

jured limbs.  

Third Line: Use What 

You’ve Got! 

Most city-dwellers don’t 

usually walk around with 

72 hours’ worth of sustain-

ment supplies on their 

Below inset: 

The Firefl y 

signal device is 

a lightweight, 

concealable 

way to mark 

your position. 

Carrying mul-

tiple markers  

could even 

allow you to 

leave "bread-

crumbs" or 

mark a landing 

zone or shelter 

site. 

The Redwire 

Gear Emergency 

Management 

Rack gets 

donned fi rst, with 

the Eberlestock 

pack buckled on 

over top of it. If 

the pack needs 

to be jettisoned, 

simply unbuckle 

the waist and 

sternum straps 

and drop it 

without losing 

your Second Line 

Gear. 
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body. Nor should they, in our opinion. Instead, make use 

of the best two resupply points that almost everyone 

has built into their daily routine: your house and your 

car. If you live in a major metropolitan area, suburb, or 

even a small town or rural farm area, your Third Line will 

probably be in the bed of your pickup truck, the trunk of 

your hybrid smart-coupe, or a bin stashed in your pantry 

or garage. At the end of the day, the most effective and 

consistently practiced preps will be those that fold into 

your existing routines and lifestyle. Prep around your life; 

don’t live around your preps.

If you don’t already do so, consider keeping a duffel 

bag, suitcase, or plastic tub in your vehicle with enough 

supplies to sustain yourself and your party for 48 to 72 

hours. Are you a nuclear family with three kids? That’s 

three days’ worth for everyone. Are you and your partner 

young professionals just starting out? Six days’ worth to-

tal, then. What does three days of sustainment look like? 

In the end, you’ll have to figure that out for yourself. We 

suggest keeping it sparse; don’t pack an entire second 

home. Even if you normally eat three full meals and a 

couple snacks every day, you can easily last on half that 

(if not less) for a short duration. Either way, the essentials 

probably include:

 Food

 Water

 Basic hygiene/sanitation (wet wipes, hand sanitizer, dry 

shampoo, some toilet paper or paper towels)

 Weather protection (sunscreen for desert dwellers, 

extra pairs of thermal underwear and hand warmers 

for northlanders)

 Emergency signaling (flares, strobe lights, smoke sig-

nals, whistles, etc.)

 One full pair of clean clothes (shirt, pants, socks, un-

derwear, jacket/fleece)

 Chargers or battery packs for all electronic communi-

cations 

If possible, include a store of emergency cash. This could 

be used for everything from paying for a tow truck or buy-

ing a couple gallons of gas, to tipping a stranger to hitch a 

ride or borrow their cell phone, to using it as “throwaway” 

money if confronted by opportunistic criminals.

For this particular scenario, we won’t dive into a spe-

cific sample loadout for Line Three. Instead, we’ll move 

into another example of how to array your “Line Gear” 

where a Third Line becomes much more succinct.  

EXAMPLE #2: “WEEKEND WARRIOR”
While your Editor spends his day-to-day lounging 

around caffeine and tobacco wells, tapping away at a 

keyboard and scrolling through social media, short and 

sometimes spontaneous excursions into the surround-

ing mountainous desert are a welcome reprieve that can 

typically be planned and executed in about 30 min-

utes. Hitting the trail poses a new set of challenges and 

restrictions that require some retooling of the gear lines 

outlined above. 

Line One, at least for us, doesn’t change much. As the 

term EDC would imply, we carry those items and tools 

on us or with us, regardless of the ebb and flow of daily 

routine. So, for the sake of simplicity, we’ll skip listing out 

a separate First Line and instead focus on what changes 

when you go from blacktop to backwoods. 

Second Line: Redwire Gear Emergency Management 

Rack and Demo Pouch

The open carry of weapons and gear is more conve-

nient and commonly accepted when traversing the great 

wide-open, whether for an afternoon or weekend. Initially 

developed by commandos in Asia and Africa for carry-

ing spare ammo, the chest rig has evolved into a modu-

Above: Shoot, 

Move, Com-

municate, 

Medicate — 

those are the 

"Big 4" tasks 

you may be re-

quired to do in 

an emergency 

situation. The 

Redwire Gear 

chest rig allows 

you to carry 

enough gear to 

do all four in a 

footprint about 

the size of most 

T-shirt logos. 
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lar, utilitarian platform to carry all manner of survival 

sundries. We especially like chest rigs for hikes, as they 

can be worn in conjunction with a backpack and give 

us quick access to supplies without having to stop and 

drop ruck to reach them. The Redwire EMR is one of the 

slimmest, lightest chest rigs we’ve put hands on to date, 

carrying a Goldilocks “just right” amount of gear while 

keeping weight and bulk to minimum. We’ve set ours up 

with the following: 

2x G-Code Scorpion Softshell Rifle Mag Carriers

The stretchy bungee retention and hybrid cloth/poly-

mer construction of the Scorpion Softshell carriers allows 

them to be used for a variety of purposes. We have two 

on our chest rig — one for a spare 30-round carbine mag 

and one for our cell phone. (Since our Third Line pack 

has a waist belt, it can be tough digging into your pants 

pockets on the go.)

Blue Force Gear Tourniquet NOW Pouch

Tourniquets are one of those items that you’ll probably 

never have to use but, if you do, you want it 10 minutes 

ago. Our First Line med kit doesn’t include a hard tourni-

quet, so we mounted one on our Second Line. The Blue 

Force pouch holds one C-A-T or similar TQ in an easy-to-

access, rip-open vertical caddy. Putting it almost dead 

center on the rack allows it to be accessed with either 

hand from almost any angle with minimal movement. 

Emdom USA Multitasker Pouch

Just as with our urban-focused Second Line, we 

wanted to include a multi-tool of some kind. We used a 

Multitasker for several years and carried it all kinds of 

places, including overseas and around the country. It 

includes a bit set and several AR-specific features, like a 

front sight adjustment tool and a castle nut wrench. The 

Emdom pouch accommodates the tool itself and has a 

separate pocket for the bit set that comes with it.

Redwire Demo Pouch

Redwire Gear also makes the hanger/dangler/abdominal/

subload pouch (whichever term you care to use). There 

are a number of these types of pouches on the market, 

and in the tactical duty world, they’ve become a popular 

addition to all manner of chest rigs and plate carriers to 

carry additional gear. We like the Demo Pouch in particular 

because the inside is lined with tennis-ball-green Velcro — 

soft side on the back wall of the pouch, hook side on the 

front wall. With a couple of strips of adhesive Velcro from 

the hardware store, you can make sure the items in your 

demo pouch are securely fastened and won’t rattle around 

in there. We stowed the following items in ours:

Sportsmoke Sportsman’s Smoke Grenade

Leupold Handheld Thermal Optic

Firefly Infrared Beacon

Our outdoors pack also contains the 

full-size version of the 5.11 Operator 

Axe. It's got a longer handle that fea-

tures a pry bar at each end as well as a 

larger blade and hammer head.



Disposal specialists. The MOD 1 is designed to hold up 

to five full-size chemlights or 10 miniature ones. We set 

it up with the latter, allowing us to have both visible and 

IR lights on hand, depending on the situation and how 

“loud” we want our distress signal to be.

Third Line: Eberlestock Lo Drag II

With the infinite number of day packs and hiking packs 

on the market today, there’s bound to be one out there 

that fits your wants and needs exactly, or comes pretty 

damn close. We settled on the Lo Drag II by Eberlestock. 

We knew the application would be for a short-range 

pack meant for day hikes and trail use. We also knew we 

wanted something that wasn’t excessively large — a bag 

that allows you to over pack can be just as bad as one 

that’s too small to hold what you need. We packed ours 

with the following:

On waistbelt:

 Gerber fixed blade knife

 Military-style white light/IR dual-use beacon

Leatherman multi-tool

 30-round carbine magazine

 Military-style lensatic compass

 Fire-starting kit including Fiber Light tinder and 

ferro rod

GET 
IN LINE

The search-and-rescue groups in our area regularly 

coordinate with both federal and local law enforcement 

air assets to find missing or distressed hikers, and both 

the federal and local agencies operating in our area have 

FLIR-equipped aircraft. Therefore, an IR beacon is a legiti-

mate, excellent way to signal potential rescuers without 

drawing unwanted attention from animals or criminal ele-

ments. We like the Firefly because it’s so small and simple 

to operate. Just snap the beacon directly onto the leads 

of a household 9-volt battery and wait for the cavalry. To 

store it, flip the beacon upside down and tape it to the 

battery. They’re small enough that you can carry several 

to mark a large campsite or landing zone, or drop them 

along a trail like IR breadcrumbs if you have to move. 

They can also be attached to packs, helmets, and hats, 

or left in trees. According to the manufacturer, the signal 

is so bright that the Firefly can be placed in your pocket 

and still be detected by IR goggles and cameras.

Explosive Ops Gear MOD 1 Chem Light Panel

One of the other things we like about the Redwire 

Demo pouch is that the front of it has a huge field of 

Velcro to accept patches or panels. We chose the MOD 1 

Chem Light Panel from Explosive Ops Gear. EOG is a tiny 

gear company based on the East Coast and, like Redwire, 

composed of current and former Explosive Ordnance 

Building in 

redundancy 

is always a 

good idea. 

For example: 

smoke signals, 

chemlights, 

and ammo 

are included 

in both our 

Second and 

Third lines. 

Even if you're 

required to 

ditch an entire 

line, you retain 

certain critical 

capabilities no 

matter what.
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 300-ounce water bladder

 Shemagh/head scarf

 Microfiber camping towel

 General first-aid kit

 Collapsible entrenching tool/shovel

 Military “VS-17” signal panel

 Emergency space blanket

 550 cord

 Butane lighter

 Carbine 

This is our favorite part of the Lo Drag II — it comes 

with a built-in sleeve for a carbine. The sleeve can 

be unrolled to its full length, causing it to hang down 

below the rest of the pack, to hold a carbine up to 36 

inches in overall length. Or you can keep the bottom 

portion rolled up tight and still fit a 24-inch gun. We 

chose the latter option and are running a 12.5-inch 

Sage Dynamics “K9” upper from Rosco Manufacturing. 

It ’s set up with a Vortex Razor 1-10x optic and Trijicon 

RMR red dot in an Arisaka Defense offset mount. The 

12.5-inch barrel is match grade, made of 416R stain-

less, and finished in black nitride. The Rosco upper is 

mated to an American Defense Manufacturing lower 

with fully ambi controls and a Gear Head Works pistol 

brace. This setup allows us to carry a sub-30-inch gun 

that’s capable of hitting targets out to 500 meters with 

the right ammunition. It fits into the Lo Drag’s weapon 

sleeve with only the brace and the end of the lower 

sticking out.

THE LAST LINE
Our hiking setup falls a little more in line with the 

original Special Forces paradigm of Line Gear. If we were 

on the run through the mountains from some hypotheti-

cal pursuing enemy and needed to drop the Eberles-

tock pack, we could remove the rifle, take the 30-round 

mag off the waist belt and load it into the “cell phone 

pouch” on our Redwire EMR, and get moving again with 

90 rounds of 5.56mm, as well as some signaling and 

medical capability. If, for some reason, I had to shed the 

carbine and chest rig, I would still have a knife, light, fire-

starting ability, mini IFAK, and some E&E tools. 

Is this a likely scenario for any of us to encounter? 

No, but it illustrates the practical lessons of the Line 

Gear philosophy. Note how it incorporates the guid-

ing principles of redundancy and prioritization. Once 

you understand the purpose of each “line” in your total 

preparedness strategy, you can scale the system in 

any way necessary to meet your needs. So, if you have 

mountains of gear stored in the shed or stuffed into old 

laundry bags, maybe it ’s time to get your gear in line. 

 SureFire G2 Nitrolon flashlight with Malkoff Devices 

drop-in conversion head (The Malkoff lamp assembly 

uses a fully potted LED bulb and improved reflector. 

While the original G2 Nitrolon had a meager 60- 

lumen output, the Malkoff add-on bumps that to  

250 lumens.)

 Inside the pack: 

 3 stripped-down/disassembled MREs 

This leads us to our only gripe about the Eberlestock 

Lo Drag. Its main compartment features two full-sized 

laptop sleeves that are sewn into the bag and can’t be 

removed. For a bag that otherwise seems geared toward 

outdoor and field use, this seems like an odd feature. 

However, we cut open a couple of MREs and used the 

laptop sleeves like an accordion file to sort the various 

main dishes, sides, snacks, and ancillary components of 

the MREs.

The Eberles-

tock Lo Drag II 

is a medium-

sized pack 

that works 

well for all-day 

outings with 

enough room 

for the supplies 

you'll need if 

your day hike 

turns into an 

unscheduled 

overnight. 
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WARNING:
This article is meant 

to be an overview 

and not a detailed 

guide on identifying 

and consuming 

edible mushrooms. 

Seek guidance from 

a trained mycologist 

before attempting to 

eat any mushrooms. 

Any attempt to 

consume mushrooms 

shall solely be at the 

reader’s risk.

W
hen you mention harvesting — and 

eating — wild mushrooms, though, 

especially in a room full of people 

who’ve never experienced more 

than the store-bought variety, get 

ready to see expressions of admiration shift to skepticism.

That’s for good reason, perhaps. According to the 

National Poison Data Center, there are over 7,000 expo-

sures to toxic mushrooms in the U.S. annually. Of these, 

39 per year result in major harm, and statistically, 2.9 per 

year prove fatal.

For those who make it a point to learn a few wild mush-

rooms, though, nutritional rewards await. Mushrooms 

have more protein than most vegetables. They hold 

high levels of riboflavin and niacin and trace amounts of 

vitamin C, B1, B12, D, and E, according to the International 

Journal of Microbiology. Vegetarians, especially, can 

benefit from adding mushrooms to their diet, not only be-

cause of the protein levels, but also because mushrooms 

are the only nonanimal food source of vitamin D. 

Medicinally, species of fungi have been shown to have 

antioxidant, anticancer, antiallergic, antiviral, and antibac-

terial characteristics, again according to the International 

Journal of Microbiology.

Knowing What’s Out There
Foraging for mushrooms isn’t a leap one should make 

without being anchored to knowledgeable allies. Between 

5,000 and 10,000 species of mushrooms are native to 

North America. Of these, about 100 are considered edible 

and roughly the same number are counted as toxic.
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The old saying that “all mushrooms are edible once” 

shouldn’t be put to the test. You should be certain of 

the identification beyond the shadow of a doubt before 

ingesting any wild mushroom. In fact, learning just one or 

two edible species each year and then expanding your 

repertoire slowly is advisable to ensure that you know 

your chosen fungi well.

Tools for mushroom hunting will include a sharp knife, 

a good camera, and a few mesh bags to allow spores to 

be dispersed as you walk. Field guides for your location 

are good to include — not just identification books for 

mushrooms, but also for associated trees if you aren’t 

already familiar with common species. 

If you have a reliable cell signal, iNaturalist is a beneficial 

app. You can post pictures and location data that other 

enthusiasts can view, and multiple experts can off er input 

on the taxonomy of your discoveries. The Mushroom Iden-

tification Forum on Facebook is another social media tool. 

With 170,000 members, there’s a good chance someone 

has seen the mushroom in question before. 

Whenever you’re relying on photos for identification, 

take detailed pictures of both the upper and underneath 

portions of the cap, as well as the stalk. Note whether it 

arises from the ground, from dead wood or a living tree. 

Species may be distinguished by the presence of gills, 

pores, or other spore structures.

Spore prints can also be useful. Put the mushroom cap 

— spore structure down — on a sheet of paper, hydrate 

the cap with a few drops of water, and cover it with a cup 

or glass for a few hours. The color and arrangement of 

the resulting print can aid in identification.

Help in the Flesh
As valuable as books or online resources may be, these 

methods aren’t nearly as beneficial as seeing mushrooms 

in their natural habitat alongside someone who knows.

“The best advice I can give for people wanting to for-

age for edible mushrooms is to join a local mushroom 

club,” says Dr. Jean Williams-Woodward, University of 

Georgia Extension plant pathologist. “Here, we have the 

Mushroom Club of Georgia. The clubs often conduct for-

ays where people can learn to identify and locate edible 

mushrooms in person.” 

If you can’t stand shoulder-to-shoulder with an expert 

in the mushroom’s habitat, bring the mushroom to 

the expert. Don’t sweat about picking a mushroom for 

identification later. It’s not the same thing as yanking up 

a wildflower. What we call mushrooms are the fruiting 

bodies of a complex network of vegetative fibers we can’t 

see beneath the soil surface or under the bark of a tree. 

The mushrooms are analogous to the apples on an apple 

tree, springing forth from an extensive hidden organism 

that has successfully colonized a fallen log, a standing 

tree, or a patch of soil. 

Raw or Cooked?
Most of us have eaten raw mushrooms from salad bars, 

but cooking any mushroom is a good idea for a couple of 

reasons. First of all, the cell walls of fungi contain chitin, a 

fibrous substance. Breaking down the chitin via cooking 

will make the mushrooms easier to digest, as well as mak-

ing the nutrients within more accessible.

Connoisseurs often opt against washing their mush-

rooms, citing the fungi’s ability to soak up water like a 

sponge. Given that characteristic, brushing off the visible 

dirt and then cooking the mushrooms is a means of 

“cleaning” your harvest. If that leaves you squeamish, a 

quick rinse is acceptable, but definitely refrain from soak-

ing them. 

A good knife 

and a couple 

of mesh bags 

should be in the 

forager’s tool kit.
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Chanterelles (Cantharellus species)

As with morels, there are multiple 

species within the Cantharellus

genus commonly referred to as 

chanterelles, and these are distrib-

uted throughout North America. 

However, species within the same 

family, but within different genera are 

also called chanterelles, such as the 

prized black trumpet or black chan-

terelle (Craterellus cornucopioides). 

And as with morels, there’s debate 

about the classification. 

Chanterelles grow from the ground and not attached 

to trees or logs, and they can be found in both hardwood 

and coniferous forests in the summer and fall. The golden 

chanterelle (Cantharellus cibarius) is perhaps one of the 

most easily recognized species in the genus, with a yellow 

to yellow-orange color and, some say, a fruity aroma. 

Chicken of the woods (Laetiporus sulphureus)

Some consider this firm, orange and yellow fungus to be 

a good choice for beginning foragers, as it stands out like 

a neon sign. You’ll find chicken of the woods in the sum-

mer and fall growing on logs or standing trees (living or 

dead). In addition to the bright colors that catch your eye, 

the underside will be marked by pores rather than gills.

This colorful mushroom has a texture that allows it to 

be used as a substitute for chicken — coated in batter and 

fried or added to pasta or soup. 

Some You’d Want to Eat
Morels (Morchella species)

It’s fair to say that many mushroom hunters get their 

start with the elusive morels. I decided to seek them out 

one Easter in Kentucky, adhering to the local lore of wait-

ing until “the poplar leaves are as big as a mouse ear.” I 

walked a hundred yards along a skid trail beneath a tulip-

poplar forest without finding a single “dry-land fish” (as 

they’re known in some locales). When I did an about face 

to return to my starting point, I collected a pound along 

that same trail I had failed to see earlier.

Mushrooms in the genus Morchella are considered the 

true morels, and several species are indigenous to North 

America. (There’s some debate on exactly how many 

species there are, as these mushrooms have been clas-

sified and reclassified over the years.) Foragers may dis-

tinguish them as black, white, gray, or yellow or identify 

them based on the trees they’re typically found beneath. 

Morchella species grow throughout the U.S. In my part 

of the world, I find black morels in tulip-poplar woods first 

and larger white morels in old orchards or beneath syca-

mores. Certain morels can be found under elms and sugar 

maples. Forest fire sites can be good locations as well.

The false morel is a toxic look-alike for which distin-

guishing characteristics are described later. 

Finding that 

first morel in 

the spring can 

be a thrill for a 

forager.

Chanterelles 

emerge 

individually 

from the soil — 

not in clumps 

from wood like 

some look-

alikes.

A feature of 

chanterelles is 

the presence of 

false gills.

Size, color, 

and shape of 

morels can vary 

considerably.
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Top left: It’s 

not unheard 

of to harvest 

50 pounds of 

chicken of the 

woods from a 

single tree.

Left: The 

unmistakable 

colorations of 

chicken of the 

woods make it 

a good species 

for beginners.

Top right: 

Although you 

may stumble 

across edible 

mushrooms in 

the winter, they 

can be tough 

and unpleasant. 

With some 

species, though, 

one may return 

to the same 

tree year after 

year. Photo by 

Elizabeth Farris.

Note that there are Laetiporus species in the western 

U.S. and Great Lakes region that are considered mildly 

toxic. Until recently, these were believed to be Laetiporus 

sulphureus, but they tend to grow on conifers (and on eu-

calyptus in the case of one). Just to be safe, only harvest 

chicken of the woods from hardwoods.  

Hen of the woods (Grifola frondosa)

While the name will make you believe it’s a close rela-

tive of Laetiporus species, hen of the woods (also known 

as maitake) isn’t even in the same family. This species is a 

large mushroom, comprised of lobes that fan out from a 

central core. 

More often than not, hen of the woods is found at-

tached to the base of living oaks in late summer through 

fall. Just like Laetiporus, it has pores underneath rather 

than gills, and the upper portions are wavy and brown, 

bringing to mind the tailfeathers of a hen. 

Hen of the woods is found in the northeastern and 

mid-Atlantic United States and Canada. Once you find an 

oak that hosts this species, you can return to the same 

tree again and again to harvest the fruiting bodies. 

Some You Don’t Want to Eat
Death caps and death angels (Amanita species)

An estimated 90 to 95 percent of mushroom-related 

deaths in North American are due to ingestion of the 

Amanita genus, according to the Journal of Forensic 

Science. Of those deaths, Amanita phalloides (the death 

cap mushroom) is responsible for more than 90 percent, 

and while this species isn’t native to North America, it has 

been introduced and is quite common along the West 

Coast of our continent. 

Other species of Amanita are native to North America 

and widely distributed. Multiple species share the common 

Bottom left: 

The pheasant 

back or dryad’s 

saddle is said to 

have a lemony 

flavor that 

goes well with 

chicken or fish. 
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name of death angel. One cap from an Amanita mush-

room can contain a lethal dose of toxin.

Amanitas can be recognized by volvas (veils at the 

base through which the stalk protrudes) and white spore 

prints. They’ll sometimes (but not always) have warts and 

stem rings. 

Galerina marginata

A little brown mushroom that contains amanitin, the 

same toxin as that in death caps and death angels, Gale-

rina marginata can be found year-round in both conifer-

ous and hardwood forests all across North America. 

This species is typically attached to wood and some-

times grows in clusters, and while it’s relatively nonde-

script, it can be distinguished from look-alikes by its spore 

print, which will appear rusty brown in color.

It’s estimated that 15 to 20 caps of this species will pro-

vide a lethal dose to adults.  

False morels (Gyromitra species)

Only 20 cases of false morel poisoning have been re-

ported in the United States since 1900, but half of those 

proved fatal, according to the Journal of the American 

Board of Family Medicine.

Gyromitra species are distributed widely across the 

United States and typically emerge in the spring. 

Rather than the pitted caps seen on true morels, 

this toxic look-alike will have a cap that more closely 

resembles a smashed and wrinkled brain on a stalk. Slic-

ing the mushrooms open lengthwise, the true morels 

are hollow, but the insides of the false can be somewhat 

cottony in texture.  

Jack-o-lanterns (Omphalotus illudens)

Jack-o-lantern mushrooms are often found growing in 

the same habitats and at the same time as chanterelles, 

so the two can be easily mistaken. 

Two experts 

correctly 

identified 

this eastern 

cauliflower 

mushroom 

within an hour 

of posting it on 

the iNaturalist 

app.

Galerina 

marginata

Death caps 

and death 

angels

A translucent 

ghost fungus 

(nonedible) 

— an interest 

in edible 

mushrooms 

will spark a 

broader interest 

in fungi in 

general.
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While you may see several chanterelles together, they’ll 

be separated on different stalks that emerge from the 

soil, while jack-o-lanterns will grow from wood in clumps. 

Furthermore, the stalk of chanterelles will have a texture 

reminiscent of string cheese.

Jack-o-lantern mushrooms have blade-like gills beneath 

the cap, whereas chanterelles have false gills more akin 

to wrinkles. Right in line with its Halloween-inspired com-

mon name, the jack-o-lantern has the characteristic of 

being bioluminescent. 

If you suspect that you or someone you know has eat-

en a toxic mushroom, get medical attention immediately. 

Contact the Poison Control Center at (800) 222-1222, and 

the call will be routed to a nurse or pharmacist near you. 

If it’s possible to take a sample of the ingested mushroom 

to the emergency room with the patient, do so.

The Legalities of the Hunt
A limited number of mushrooms for personal use 

may be harvested from U.S. Forest Service lands. The 

limit is one gallon per day or five gallons per season. If 

the harvest exceeds this, or if the mushrooms are to be 

marketed, a permit will be required.

This can vary if the species of interest is listed as 

threatened or endangered in the area or in regards to 

harvesting in designated special biological areas. The 

rules are more variable in regards to National Park 

Service property as well as state forests and state parks. 

If you intend to forage on public lands, it’s wise to check 

with a manager first to avoid legal woes in the long run. 

Labeling requirements and other regulations that relate 

to selling wild-harvested mushrooms at farmers markets 

or other outlets will be location-specific. Check with the 

market manager or your county’s Cooperative Extension 

office for the most reliable information.

Foraging for wild mushrooms can be a rewarding propo-

sition, with nutritional, gourmet products to be found from 

spring through fall. For those new to the game, there’s a 

lot of homework to do. Guidebooks, online communities, 

face-to-face time with experts, or, preferably, all of the 

above can help you gain the knowledge to feast safely. 

And if there’s ever any doubt as to a collected mushroom’s 

identity, it’s best to just walk away. 

Phillip Meeks is 

an agriculture 

and natural re-

sources educator 

originally from 

Tennessee, but 

now based in 

the mountains 

of Southwest 

Virginia. He likes 

to spend his 

weekends hiking, 

gardening, bee-

keeping, fishing, 

and mushroom 

hunting.

About 
the 
Author

False morel Jack-o-lantern mushrooms

Golden 

chanterelles 

sautéed in butter 

on the left ; strips 

of chicken of the 

woods grilled 

with peppers 

and onions on 

the right.
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Above: The 

clear-windowed 

interior pocket 

of the Radio Rig 

is ideal for a map, 

tablet, or other 

similar-sized 

items needed 

for navigation or 

reference.

Left : As opposed 

to most plate car-

riers and chest 

rigs, the Team 

Wendy Radio Rig 

is optimized for 

communications 

and utility equip-

ment as opposed 

to weapons and 

ammunition.

W
hether knowingly or unknow-

ingly, if you’ve used ballistic or bump 

helmets before, you’ve probably 

used a Team Wendy product. While 

the company is best known for 

helmets, they also make some other products, such as the 

Team Wendy Radio Rig. It’s evident that a lot of thought has 

gone into this communications-gear-oriented load-bearing 

vest, which has some outstanding and thoughtful features. 

Depending on the environment in which you deploy, it can 

make you more agile and efficient while working with your 

comms loadout in the field.

The information Team Wendy sent out leading up to the 

rig’s release suggests that their target market was search-

and-rescue (SAR) teams. So, while this review will primarily 

cover the SAR perspective, it’ll also discuss other applica-

tions in which this type of rig could be beneficial.

Pouches, Pockets, and Pull-Tabs

The rig is well constructed, with excellent stitching, and 

comes with three pouches that can accept a plethora of radio/

GPS types and sizes, as well as an additional weather-resistant 

accessory pouch. The pouches are attached to the rig via 

PALS webbing, so you can attach any other MOLLE-compat-

ible pouches that you have. However, the advantage (and 

value) is that the pouches are provided as part of the rig. The 

individual or organization purchasing it need not incur addi-

tional costs to buy extra pouches to outfit the rig appropriately. 

The three pouches are very reminiscent of standard rifle 

magazine pouches. Attached to the Velcro closure and the 

rear of the pouch is shock-cord with a small nylon pull-tab. 

In an age of digital radios that have LCD screens and 10-plus 

digit key inputs, it’s very important to be able to remove the 

radio from its pouch without having to repeatedly manipu-

late the Velcro closure. 

Once you select the appropriate pouch for your device, 

you may have some extra space in the pouch that allows 

your device to flop around during movement. This is easily 

remedied by the tried-and-true method of twisting the shock-

cord repeatedly, properly adjusting your pull-tab placement, 

and resecuring the Velcro closure. The elastic shock-cord will 

then secure your device in the pouch more tightly. 

If your device is between pouch sizes, the sides of the 

pouches themselves also have elastic and will stretch. If you 

can secure your device in the smaller of the two pouches, 

while still being able to remove it efficiently via the shock-

cord/pull-tab, that’s your best bet.

The weather-resistant accessory pouch was perfect to car-

ry a smartphone. Its Hypalon construction and high-quality 

zipper provides a lot of confidence during a downpour. To 

test the level of weather-resistance, I poured water directly 

over the zipper in a sink and couldn’t find any evidence of 

water incursion. However, if you have a large phone or case, 

it may not fit, and the sternum pocket of the rig will work 

better. For example, an iPhone XR with a case maxed out the 

pouch. If you’re unable to use this pouch for your phone, it 

could certainly accept various GPS devices or anything else 

you want to shelter from the elements.

There’s a strip of loop Velcro for your name tape, identifica-

tion, or other accessories that are backed with hook Velcro. 

There’s also two triangular pieces of elastic on each side of 

the Team Wendy logo. These extend behind the logo, allow-

ing various items to be clipped on, such as a speaker/mic. The 

main admin pocket is located on the sternum of the rig and is 

a great place to put your field notebook or any other mission 

essentials. Team Wendy outfitted the interior of the pocket 

with elastic bands of various sizes that can easily accommo-

date pens, Sharpies, chem-lights, protein bar, or multi-tool. 

Cable Management

In the admin pocket, behind a nylon separator and 

secured by two snaps, is the space used for cable manage-

ment. That’s where I started running into some issues. On the 

front of the rig are six pass-throughs that are shaped like a 

plus sign. They allow you to run your communications cables 

through them, leaving excess slack in the cable manage-

ment pocket and out of the way. This is an outstanding idea, 

but the size of the pass-through openings severely limits the 

size and type of cables and connectors that can be passed 

through them. The circumference of the pass-throughs is 
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the pass-through to get it out of the 

way. Short of purchasing adapters for 

your comms gear or hogging out the 

pass-through openings, you can also 

simply snake excess cable around and 

in between your pouches.

Maps, Analog or Digital?

The clear interior pocket accom-

modates a paper map or tablet for 

navigation or reference. To reference 

your map while in the field, you can 

unclip the front of the rig utilizing the 

magnetic “Fidlock” buckles. They’re independent of the main 

support structure of the rig, so the rig won’t fall off of you 

when you unclip them. Once unclipped, the front of the rig 

is suspended at roughly a 45-degree angle, attached to the 

main support structure of the rig via two elastic straps. Once 

your map check is complete, simply resecure the Fidlocks 

into place and continue on your way. 

The Fidlocks are very easy to manipulate once you prac-

tice with them a little bit. Many designs over the years have 

roughly the size of a quarter and, unless you’re just running 

uncoiled cables with slim audio connectors (such as dual-pin 

connectors or single-pin connectors used on a Peltor Com-

tac System), you’ll have similar issues. 

While evaluating this rig, I ran a speaker/mic, and the ma-

jority of those come with a coiled cable to allow for flexibility. 

Coiled cables were nearly impossible to thread through the 

small pass-throughs. Additionally, the multi-pin connector 

on my speaker/mic barely fit through the opening, requiring 

a substantial amount of force that nearly compromised the 

rubber gasket on the inside of the connector. The multi-pin 

connector for my Hytera speaker/mic is one of the smallest 

multi-pin connectors on the market (without using an ad-

ditional adapter) and pushing it through was still a struggle. 

Several Motorola and Kenwood speaker/mics wouldn’t 

fit through the pass-throughs, especially those located at 

the bottom of the rig, which caused the connectors to bind. 

Switching from a speaker/mic to a two-wire earpiece and mic 

still results in the same issue as with the multi-pin connec-

tor, but because two-wire earpiece setups don’t incorporate 

coiled cables (with the exception of the earpiece itself, Secret 

Service style), you can at least push the excess cable into 

The minimalist 

footprint makes 

for relatively easy 

donning over soft  

armor or outer-

wear, and even 

includes a limited 

amount of Velcro 

and MOLLE space 

on the demure 

back panel.
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required the user to disconnect and reconnect Fastex-type 

connectors mounted on your shoulders. Even with a full 

loadout in the Team Wendy rig, using the Fidlocks was so 

much simpler than previous designs. 

If you put a tablet in the clear pocket, it’ll be protected from 

rain or snow but still accessible. While typing is a challenge, 

swiping and manipulating a map on the touchscreen is no prob-

lem. Depending on the size of your tablet, this is a great option 

and allows for a lot of utility. I carried an iPad Mini in the pocket 

without worry — just keep in mind what you place in the admin 

pocket next to it. Even though the pockets are separate, items 

may hit your tablet if you happen to find yourself laying on your 

stomach, and your tablet’s glass may not appreciate that. 

Inside the map pouch, there are three pieces (two short 

and one long) of padded material that stick to the four vertical 

hook Velcro strips on the interior of the map pocket. You can 

use them to help secure your tablet or phone in the pocket so 

it doesn’t bounce around, though the user guide that came 

with the rig doesn’t reference their intended purpose. Outside 

and below the clear map pocket is a 1-inch strip of mesh that 

had shock-cord stitched into it, complete with a keeper. Using 

the shock-cord and the keeper, you can make minor adjust-

ments to how tight or loose the mesh is. It’s not clear what it’s 

for, as the user guide doesn’t address it either. 

Moving to the Rear

At the top on the back of the rig is a loop Velcro field for 

a patch or identification. Below that are two strips of PALS 

webbing that are covered in loop Velcro, providing real es-

tate for additional patches or a larger field to attach a single 

large patch. If you’d like to relocate an antenna to the rear 

panel or attach an IFAK (individual first aid kit) that a friend 

can use on you if you’re injured, that’s probably the best use 

of this space. In the guide, it states that the “low-profile rear 

panel allows use with other backpacks,” so a backpack like 

the Haley Strategic Flatpack could be a nice companion. 

Other Prospective Uses

Besides SAR teams, who else could benefit from the use of 

this rig? It definitely has a place in the emergency manage-

ment sector. Regardless of how integrated your communica-

tion plan is, emergency management teams routinely have to 

carry multiple radios to maintain contact with various agencies 

to coordinate a response. 

It also has utility in tactical environments. While you may 

not want to stack up with an entry team wearing just the 

Radio Rig, it could excel in a surveillance role, especially with 

a multi-agency task force where different agencies may be 

working on different radio systems and frequencies — requir-

ing you to carry multiple radios. Likewise, close protection 

teams and covert response teams could easily conceal this 

rig under a jacket. Last but not least, it could also be useful 

to amateur radio operators, especially those who participate 

in RACES (Radio Amateur Civil Emergency Service) and work 

with emergency management teams during times of crisis.

Conclusion

The Team Wendy Radio Rig is a well-constructed piece of 

gear that could fit into numerous applications and environ-

ments. The Fidlock buckles allow the end user to easily refer-

ence a map or a tablet in the field — they’re my 

favorite feature on this rig. The rig also comes 

with several pouches so you can put it to work 

right away, as well as standard PALS webbing 

instead of a proprietary attachment system. 

It’s also very comfortable — those on long 

callouts will certainly appreciate this.

The pass-throughs and routing loops, 

however, should be enlarged to accom-

modate the cables and connectors most 

commonly used in first-responder commu-

nications equipment. Also, the rig could use 

better instructional documentation, so you 

know what all of the straps and cords are 

intended to do. 

All things considered, the Team 

Wendy radio rig could serve you and 

your team well if you’re in need of a 

dedicated load-bearing system for 

comms gear. 

Team Wendy

Radio Rig

SIZE

One size fi ts all

COLOR

Black

MSRP

$135

URL

www.teamwendy.com
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The Amazon
Gray Man Pack
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Looking for Preps in All the Wrong Places By Brady Pesola

B
y now, most people in self-defense or 

preparedness-oriented communities know 

what the term “gray man” signifies. It’s the 

idea that you can walk around with all of 

your emergency tools at the ready 

without looking “tactical.” This is funny because 

it’s so easy to spot. Many of us are never 

truly gray, because we allow our 

preparedness to become a 

lifestyle or culture. To that 

end, many of us wear 

something that sends 

a signal to others 

and lets them 

know we 

are of this 

mindset, 

or culture. 

And believe it or not, there are characteristics 

of the gray man suit that are easy to profile by 

anyone who wants to do so, whether friend or foe. 

This means we’re almost defeating ourselves. 
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A slim admin 

pocket on the out-

side of the pack 

provides orga-

nized storage for 

small items, such 

as business cards, 

documents, and 

small electronic 

devices.

However, there’s still a large and legitimate market for 

low-profile gray man gear, and one of the biggest catego-

ries in this arena is packs. But sometimes the best sources 

for this kind of equipment are places that don’t specialize 

in it. I’ve been recently looking for a different pack to carry 

for my day job working executive protection. I was on one 

of my favorite online tactical gear sites, Amazon, looking 

for my next ultimate gray man bag, when I stumbled upon 

DSLR camera bags. I was checking them out, and there’s a 

wide variety to choose from. They have canvas and leather, 

bike messenger sling bags, sleek corporate bags, in all sorts 

of shapes and sizes. 

Then I got to thinking, these things are really well-built, 

padded to protect valuable equipment, and many are de-

signed for quick access to a camera in the same way we like 

quick access to a firearm. I also really took a keen interest in 

the organization compartments. I carry a lot of gear to keep 

clients and myself safe, and I hate having to dig through the 

bag to find stuff. The DLSR bags already come with a mul-

titude of compartments, Velcro slots, quick-access zippers, 

and organizer pockets. All of them come with a compart-

ment for computers and/or iPads. Finally, none of them 

looked at all tactical. Then it hit me: I don’t think I’ve ever 

seen anyone make use of a camera bag for their EDC.

Shortly after making this realization, I’m on my second 

camera bag. I thought the first one was going to be great, 

but a couple months in the zipper broke — that’s a no-go. 

Rather than buying sight unseen over the internet again, I 

went to Best Buy to check out their bags and found a win-

ner. Let me introduce you to Lowepro camera bags — spe-

cifically, the Lowepro Flipside 300 AW II. This thing will run 

you about $120 but, in my opinion, it’s well worth it. After 

having surfed their website, the company really has an out-

standing selection of bags that, ironically enough, include 

some tactical and camo-looking ones — for the gray man 

who likes to print just a little. I’m really impressed by their 

selection of bags and applications. Some are more geared 

toward wilderness backpacking, some for urban carry, and 

some have a nice combo for both applications. 

The Lowepro Flipside has a large compartment that takes 

up the whole bag. Some bags that I’ve found split the main 

compartment in half with an opening on the lower half, either 

in the front of the bag or in the back neck area, and the rest 

use up the whole length of the bag. I’ve decided after the 

first bag that had the split compartment, I like the full-length 

compartment more. It has more room and more Velcro slots 

for organization. What I really like when I open it up is how 

quickly I can access the compartments. The zippers move 

smoothly, and there’s no protective material over the zipper 

to snag and impede access. 

When the compartment opens, you’re treated to a light gray 

contrasting color to the black, which makes it simple to find 

gear, along with five potential compartments and a small de-

tachable zip compartment that’s perfect for my gun when it’s 

not on my hip. The rest of the compartments can be moved 

and modified to fit your needs and the gear you carry. 

The size of the bag is important to me as well. In EP, I don’t 

want a big cumbersome bag that I have to try to maneuver 

when on the move with the client. I like that the bag isn’t very 

big to make it look like I have a bunch of stuff inside of it. The 

way the bag is designed makes it feel sturdy, easy to carry, 

and light. This is one of the better bags that I’ve carried. 

MAKE & MODEL

Lowepro

Flipside 300 AW II 

MSRP

$120

URL

www.lowepro.com
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S
kill is like ice cream. There are countless flavors, 

and it might be “hard” (e.g. fighting proficiency) 

or “soft” (e.g. awareness of pre-fight warning 

signs). But in the real world, it inevitably melts 

over time. This statement on the importance of 

continuous training was one of the introductory lessons from 

FPF Training’s Concealed Carry: Advanced Skills and Tactics 

(ASAT) course. ASAT is a two-day class, but it begins with 

some pre-class homework in the form of a four-hour YouTube 

video playlist created by instructor John Murphy. If you’d like 

to watch some free lessons from the comfort of your couch, 

you can find it at bit.ly/2QJ5xMO.

Although the ASAT curriculum certainly involves shooting 

— each student fired about 700 rounds over the course of 

the weekend — it places an increased emphasis on skills that 

go “beyond the gun.” Realistically, you’re far more likely to use 

verbal de-escalation to deal with a panhandler, deploy pepper 

spray to fend off  a belligerent drunk, or use a tourniquet to 

help an injured motorist than you are to draw and fire your 

gun. Knowing how to use lethal force is undeniably valuable, 

but if that’s the only option you’ve ever practiced, you’re 

bound to be unprepared for most of life’s conflicts. Knowing 

this, Murphy spent a substantial amount of time focusing on 

supplementary skills.

After discussing topics such as awareness, avoidance, 

de-selection (looking like you won’t be an easy victim), de-

escalation, and evasion in the classroom, we headed outside 

to deal with the last step in this continuum: force. However, 

that doesn’t just mean lethal force. Pepper spray can be an 

excellent intermediate tool. Murphy handed each student 

inert pepper spray training canisters loaded with water, and 

we practiced using these on an approaching attacker while 

maintaining a safe distance and issuing verbal commands. Af-

ter seeing how simple and eff ective it was during training, I’ve 

added a canister of POM Industries pepper spray (included in 

the class fee) to my EDC loadout.

Transitioning to the range, we practiced fundamentals such 

as basic marksmanship, drawing from concealment, and mov-

ing while firing, but then continued on to more complex drills. 

These involved 3D targets to gauge shot placement from 

By Patrick McCarthy

A Well-Rounded Defense

various angles, and multi-headed paper targets to simulate 

an adversary who staggers to one side after the first hit. Mur-

phy also brought out red and green laser pointers to quickly 

designate a target for lethal or less-lethal force, causing stu-

dents to respond on the fly as they would in a real conflict. 

We even had to simulate a 911 call to inform law enforcement 

after an incident.

Since injuries are common in daily life and self-defense 

scenarios, medical skills were a constant emphasis through-

out the class. We practiced correctly applying tourniquets 

and pressure dressings and had to carry ankle trauma kits 

with these items at all times. Murphy would occasionally yell 

“tourniquet, left leg!” or similar commands with no notice, and 

time students until they completed the task. This reinforced 

the importance of being ready and able to treat a sudden, 

life-threatening injury.

Above all, this ASAT class served as a stark reminder that 

having a gun and the skill to use it is one small part of the self-

defense paradigm. Gunfights are rare, but virtually all of us will 

witness traumatic injuries, fistfights, and/or verbal altercations 

in the future. Each of these skills should be balanced accord-

ingly. For more information on FPF Training classes through-

out the United States, go to www.fpftraining.com.

Keep an eye out for a recap of another training experience 

in the next edition of The Final Weapon. Until then, get out 

there and work on sharpening your own skills — when the 

time comes to use them, you’ll be glad you did. 
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The Premise: Special Tactics is a team of active-duty 

and former Special Operators who have released a series of 

books on room clearing, small-unit tactics, and related topics. 

This particular volume is a step-by-step guide of two-person 

room clearing and CQB tactics. While the methods were 

developed by military and law enforcement tactical teams, 

the folks at Special Tactics do an excellent job of presenting 

them in a beautifully simple, easy-to-learn format. 

The 411: Tactical movement is probably one of the most 

misunderstood aspects of armed self-defense or home 

protection. It’s hard to find a movie or television show that 

doesn’t portray someone moving through a building with 

a gun. It’s even harder to find one that portrays it correctly. 

This book does an excellent job of filling that gap. The 

authors preface their lessons by explaining that the tactics 

they outline are designed specifically for defensive use, 

with a heavy focus on slower, more deliberate movement 

and clearance, rather than the speed-driven methods that 

might be employed by professional tactical teams with a 

direct-action mission set.

Before beginning their methodical sequence-based 

outline of movement techniques, there’s a chapter on what 

they call “The Four Pillars of Survival,” which they outline as 

proper mindset, situational awareness, skill proficiency, and 

physical fitness. We were particularly happy to see this last 

pillar included as a vital part of an overall survival plan. Self-

defense of any kind is a full-contact sport, and a baseline 

level of physical fitness is an absolute requirement — not 

just in the performance of the physical tasks (running, 

fighting, shooting, etc.) required in a life-or-death situation, 

but also to help the body better manage the psychological 

stress reactions that’ll occur in real time, with or without 

your permission.

The physical skills portion of the book begins with po-

sitioning prior to entry. Single-side and opposite-side posi-

tions are discussed, as well as other helpful tricks like using 

a “ready signal,” how to approach doors that open inward 

and outward, as well as the risk of being backlit in such a 

manner that your shadow is visible in the doorway, even 

if you’re not. Once you understand positioning, you can 

choose to either visually clear or make entry. Each has pros 

and cons that are discussed — for example, visual clears will 
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still leave a dead space of approximately 10 degrees in the 

near “deep corners” of the room, which cannot be eff ec-

tively checked without making entry.

If physical entry into the room is needed, the Special 

Tactics guide covers both one- and two-man entries. In 

a one-man entry, the second person remains outside of 

the room to cover the surrounding exterior area. This 

guide covers both “full-entry” and Limited Penetration 

techniques. “Lim Pen” is when the person enters the 

room just far enough to clear the dead space in the near 

corners, remaining just inside the doorway to do so. There 

has always been some debate as to the tradeoff between 

committing fully to the room versus loitering in the “fatal 

funnel” of the entryway itself. These are decisions you’ll 

have to make in the moment, or will have to rehearse if 

dealing with a structure you inhabit regularly like your 

home or office. However, we like that multiple answers are 

presented for various tactical problems.     

After entry procedures, the book transitions into in-depth 

discussions on various movement issues such as hallways 

and intersections, including T-shaped, X-shaped, and L-

shaped intersections as well as intersections with uneven 

corners. Again, multiple methods for each are discussed, 

and each one has crystal-clear diagrams that show physical 

positioning, sectors of fire, and fields of view for both good 

guys and bad guys.

The Verdict: We’ll be the first 

to say that books and videos will 

never fully replace proper instruc-

tion from a vetted subject-matter 

expert. Having established that, 

we think the Special Tactics guides 

are an excellent place to start 

for people who don’t have prior 

training in this area, a refresher for 

former professionals who might be 

a little rusty. These books can be 

purchased directly from the Special 

Tactics website (which also offers 

a membership program with ac-

cess to online training modules) or 

from Amazon. 
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